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Preface 

The meaning and value of data have been evolving fast due to the rapid development of data 
infrastructure and data analytics, among others. Data is becoming the currency in and valuable 
raw material for business. In addition, it has increasing importance in industrial and business 
processes and in our daily lives. The term “data” is present in many places, but there is not 
much discussion about the nature, form and features of data, i.e. what data actually is in con-
crete. 

In this report, we discuss the term and concept of data from many points of view, including its 
use, form and structure, life cycle, role in decision-making, quality and security, to mention a 
few. The goal of this report is to open the different embodiment of data and what needs to be 
taken into account when using data from different points of view. 

The writing of the report and the associated research work has been an interesting journey. 
Going into essentials of data as a concept and learning its numerous aspects have shown the 
complexity and challenges in utilising and managing data, but also new opportunities and pos-
sibilities. 

We thank all the parties that have contributed to the process and have participated in the dis-
cussions. The rising importance of data has clearly been recognised and the work for solving 
the bottlenecks continues. 

 
 
Espoo 2.12.2019 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background  

Data is becoming the new valuable raw material in business and in our everyday life. Like any 
other raw material, the value of data increases as the degree of information processing in-
creases. In addition, the amount of available data often affects its value, as data analysis re-
quires a sufficient amount of representative data. The term data is often used carelessly and 
it gives an impression that the term is explicitly defined and it has a relatively narrow scope. 
The ongoing hype in artificial intelligence (AI) and big data seems to emphasise the amount of 
data and the assumption often is that the form or structure of data is relatively simple. Data 
exchange, integration and interoperability are still remarkable problems in industry and in busi-
ness, and they hinder everyday work and cause loss of productivity. 

Data is also in the core of Industry 4.0 and in the digitalisation process in general. The concept 
of Digital twin is used to describe the data content that mirrors the physical entity. NASA de-
fined Digital twin (DT) in 2010 as “an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simu-
lation of a vehicle or system that uses the best available physical models, sensor updates, fleet 
history, etc., to mirror the life of its flying twin (Shafto et al., 2010). Since that the concept of 
DT was extended to embrace other aspects like the life cycle view (Tuegel, 2012) and prog-
nostics and diagnostics activities (Reifsnider et al., 2013) and manufacturing (Helu et al., 2017, 
Hedberg et al., 2016). Lee and colleagues (Lee et al., 2013) further extended the DT concept 
beyond individual products and regarded DT as a virtual counterpart of production resources 
in smart manufacturing. 

Generally, life cycles of physical items (e.g. products, assets or production systems) or ser-
vices entail phases such as concept, development, realisation, utilisation, enhancement, re-
tirement, reuse and recycling (e.g. IEC, 2014, ISO/IEC/IEEE 1528) and the life cycle stages 
are presented as a linear chain (Figure 1). Industrial systems and complex products consist of 
subsystems, items and components – all of which have a life cycle of their own. 

 

Figure 1: Life cycle stages in asset, product or service life. 

Management of the data in current manufacturing and production systems over the life cycle 
of individual products and assets and across manufacturing enterprise processes and net-
works is a challenging task. Further challenges to life cycle data management are posed by 
the requirements of sustainability and circular economy that emphasise cradle-to grave ap-
proaches (Seliger, 2007). In all the life cycle stages as presented in Figure 1, core tasks include 
collecting, handling and integration of data from various, heterogeneous sources and planning 
for the use of data in effective design and planning, in efficient manufacturing and supplier 
chain management, and in optimised execution and improvement of operations. Data must be 
of high quality, secure and real-time for data-driven decision-making. 

Industrial companies handle rapidly increasing amounts of data. As an example, Bernard Marr 
from Forbes1 evaluated that “The amount of data we produce every day is truly mind-boggling. 

                                                
1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/05/21/how-much-data-do-we-create-every-day-the-mind-blow-

ing-stats-everyone-should-read/#6dcc2a9360ba 
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There are 2.5 quintillion bytes of data created each day at our current pace, but that pace is 
only accelerating with the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT)”.  

 

Figure 2. The coming flood of data (Meariam, 2017)  

Figure 2 illustrates the future data flood that autonomous vehicles will produce. Even though 
the amount of the data created is exponentially increasing along with the means to produce 
data, big data analytics, AI and analytics are not new. An example from Shell Expro was given 
by John Woodhouse (2018): in the 1990s, Shell analysed the 20 years of combined history of 
all North Sea assets. There was 108 work orders in a single database and two years was used 
for data cleaning. As a result four cases (approx 3%) showed statistically significant relation-
ships (non-randomness). However, solving one case resulted in benefits that paid for the entire 
effort. 

Smart manufacturing relies on the evolution of cognitive capabilities in manufacturing including 
development of AI-enabled robots that can collaborate closely with humans and learn their 
behaviour, and even cognitive systems that can learn with experience, solve problems and 
make decisions without human intervention. Cognitive machines and systems create enor-
mous amounts of data. Cognitive capabilities are needed to convert the exploding big data to 
meaningful insights that further improve manufacturing processes and functions (Frost and 
Sullivan, 2017). 

Emerging trends in products, processes, materials and technologies will transform the manu-
facturing industry landscape. An inevitable shift to leaner, smarter, more flexible production will 
have a significant impact on factory design, operation and control, supply chains and the nature 
of work. The increased digitalisation and the use of opportunities arising from data collection 
and analysis will allow more rapid, responsive and more connected manufacturing where prod-
ucts and production processes co-develop to adapt to the changing customer demands, mar-
kets, and the conditions in factories and enterprises (ElMaraghy, 2019). 

1.2 Purpose of the report  

In 2019, VTT launched the Hyper Agile Cognitive Industry initiative that aims at seamless in-
tegration of information technology systems across the manufacturing value chain. Hyper Agile 
Cognitive Manufacturing initiative focuses on integrating and using data from design, produc-
tion, and service life in decision making throughout the product life cycle. In this report, we 
focus on defining data as a concept in detail and in a comprehensive manner. As the form or 
structure, amount, source and application of data differs, there is no one definition and no one 
embodiment of data. One of the goals for this report is to point out these different forms of 
dealing with data. In addition, the influence of the type, structure and form of data on its trans-
formation and exchange is illustrated and the bottlenecks in application of data and infor-
mation, and in the development of software tools and applications, are pointed out. We narrow 
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the discussion to data that is in machine-readable format, i.e. it can be stored, processed, 
manipulated and utilised with software applications in computer systems. 

The scope of the report is in the manufacturing industry, covering the whole product or system 
life cycle – from the pre-concept design phase, through design and engineering, manufacturing 
or production, use or operation together with maintenance and support services, until the end-
of-life of the product or system. Three focus domains are selected for examples: 1) engineering 
and design, 2) manufacturing and production, and 3) asset management and asset life cycle 
services. The connecting elements over life cycle phases are the system-level approach and 
the related data. This report aims at creating common ground for understanding the different 
dimensions of data and at contributing to the discussion on data as an asset. 

1.3 Selected focus domains 

The smart manufacturing industry will be agile and capable of adapting to a wide variety of 
changing conditions like customer needs, production uncertainty, and market changes. Such 
cognitive characteristics require data. Smart manufacturing is not only about the manufactur-
ing process itself. It requires not only horizontal and vertical integration, but also End-to-End 
Integration that addresses the entire product´s value chain across different companies (Ka-
germann et al., 2013). This report highlights the value chain approach and concentrates on 
three core domains: design and engineering, manufacturing and production and asset life cy-
cle management and life cycle services. 

1.3.1 Design and engineering  

In technical design and engineering, i.e. engineering design, the primary process and target is 
to design new products, systems and services. During the process, a large amount of data in 
a different level of detail and in a different form is typically produced, modified and managed. 
The data is primarily valuable for the design process but often has value during the later prod-
uct or system life cycle phases. An example of this is plant design. During the design and 
engineering of a process plant, a large amount of data is produced concerning, e.g. the selec-
tion of the process equipment, such as pumps, valves, and measurement and control equip-
ment. The data contains information about the shape, type, location, relations and other design 
details of the components, equipment and systems. In addition, it may contain, e.g. simulation 
and analysis data about the dynamics of the process. This data is usually not produced for the 
operation of the plant and is not necessarily included in the handover of the plant data from 
the engineering service provider to the plant operator. Instead, a cleaned up set of data con-
taining the necessary outcome of the design and engineering for operating the plant is provided 
to the operator. The same kind of approach applies in machine design in mechanical engineer-
ing, except that even a cleaned up set of product design data is rarely provided to the operator 
or owner of the product. Another similar example is manufacturing and production data. The 
data is necessary and valuable for designing, ramping up and for the operation of the manu-
facturing facility, but does not provide added value for the later product or system life cycle 
phases. In addition, it typically contains business critical information about the manufacturer 
and should not be transferred to third parties. 

For the design phase data, one characteristic feature is the complexity of the data. Complexity 
in this context means that the form and information content of the data is rich and using the 
data requires dedicated software tools. In addition, the data formats and content are usually 
defined by the software vendors and the data models and definitions are not necessarily avail-
able to the users. This often makes the integration and reuse of existing design data challeng-
ing. 

The increasing emphasis on providing digital services supporting physical products or systems 
is widening the useful scope of data over the product or system life cycle. For example, the 
digital design information about a process plant or a machine system can be utilised in the 
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digital support services, such as condition monitoring and maintenance. Digital 3D design mod-
els of a plant or simulation models of a machine can be the basis for digital twins or visualisa-
tion of data analytics for maintenance. The digital design data is often needed in problem solv-
ing during the operation of the product or a system, or when the system is upgraded. Especially 
in the latter case, the compatibility of the data can become an issue due to continuously chang-
ing data formats. 

1.3.2 Manufacturing and production 

Apart from production orders, the execution of manufacturing operations depends on engi-
neering design and manufacturing capabilities, such as resources and product definition. The 
product definition per se is hardly ever ready for manufacturing purposes, but the definition 
requires further elaborations and additions or even corrections. The definition is interpreted 
and adjusted to meet the capabilities at hand. For example, the functional tolerances of part of 
the definition have to be translated into manufacturing tolerancing systems. The former is de-
fined by product design engineering and the latter requires manufacturing knowledge and is 
seldom available for designers.  

Manufacturing planning and operations use and produce many kinds of datasets. Manufactur-
ing product and process design-related data involves all the data for supporting the functions 
and processes from conceiving and developing new (and improved) products and manufac-
turing processes to start manufacturing execution. Manufacturing processes encompass all of 
the functions associated with translating product designs into finished goods. Manufacturing 
infrastructure encompasses all of the functions that support the creation of product, both di-
rectly and indirectly. The infrastructure and the skills of the resources are in a key role for 
defining manufacturing capabilities. 

The enterprise management point of view covers all of the functions associated with managing 
the operation and maintenance of a manufacturing business entity. Therefore, the production 
orders and manufacturing capabilities as well as the maintenance of the capabilities are es-
sential for enterprise management. However, the control and development of a manufacturing 
business and its technology environment encompasses the strategic changes of the manufac-
turing entity in an enterprise. 

There are five main reasons why manufacturers collect, transfer, store and analyse data for 
their production process: 

i. to conduct R&D and testing in the pre-production phase,  
ii. to manage actual part manufacturing, internal logistics and final assembly,  
iii. for overarching control and coordination of the geographically spread-out production,  
iv. for efficient supply chain management and the smooth flow of goods, services, and 

capital necessary for production,  
v. for the after-sales and product life cycle service business. 

 
The execution of manufacturing operations and the control of the operations are separated to 
different organisations. As said, manufacturing operations are also dependant on the other 
organisational entities, such as sales, business management and engineering design. Thus, 
the data sets are spread out to different organisational entities and stored in the data manage-
ment systems of the entities. Processes and value creation necessitates the integration in 
many directions: 

 Horizontal integration through value networks: integration of the various IT systems 
used in the different stages of the design and engineering, manufacturing and busi-
ness planning processes within a company (e.g. inbound logistics, production, out-
bound logistics, marketing) and between several different companies (value net-
works). 
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 Vertical integration and networked manufacturing systems: integration of the various 
IT systems at the different hierarchical levels (e.g. actuator and sensor level, manu-
facturing and execution level, production management level, and corporate planning 
levels) to deliver an end-to-end solution. 

 End-to-end digital integration across the entire value network: integration throughout 
the engineering process so that the digital and real worlds are integrated across a 
product’s entire value chain and across different companies, whilst also incorporating 
customer requirements. 
 

A brief summary of each integration feature and each priority area for action is provided by 
Kagermann et al. (2013). 

1.3.3 Asset life cycle management and life cycle services   

Asset management is the set of coordinated activities that an organisation uses to realise value 
from assets in the delivery of its objectives. Asset management aims at balancing costs, risks 
and benefits, often over different timescales. An asset life cycle management plan is the tool 
to implement asset management activities (Hastings, 2015). Such a plan is formed by identi-
fying the operating regime of the asset, the associated maintenance, repair and improvement 
activities, the planned life, and the disposal plan. The life cycle management plan is then a 
basis for planning resources, budgets, replacements, and upgrades. 

 

Figure 3. Asset life cycle management programme. 

Asset management standard ISO 55000 calls also for a systematic approach for determining 
the information needs related to the assets and asset management. The required information 
deals with technical and physical asset properties, service delivery and operations, mainte-
nance management, performance management and reporting, financial and resource man-
agement and contract management. As companies outsource their activities and acquire life 
cycle services from external companies, standards like ISO 55000 and EN17007 provide a 
common basis for supplier-customer collaboration (Kortelainen & Komonen, 2017). 

Novel advancements of IoT enable the machine and service suppliers access to information 
at customer sites. Access to the data opens new possibilities for typical fleet services like 
maintenance and also for new business models, e.g. performance-based contracts and shared 
use of assets, 3rd party services and even novel digital product lines. However, the applicability 
of the data or the development of services is not straightforward as the installed products differ 
from each other (e.g. age, type, performance, capacity), with different environments and oper-
ational modes (Kortelainen et al., 2017). 
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2. Characteristics of data 

The data, information, knowledge and wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy is widely accepted as a basic 
model describing levels of understanding of issues in consideration. Ackoff (1989) was one of 
the early authors of this model, and since the model has been referred to in the literature as 
the ‘Knowledge hierarchy’, ‘Information hierarchy’ and the ‘Knowledge pyramid’ (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: The data-information-knowledge-wisdom pyramid. 

In the model presented by Ackoff (1989) and Rowley (2006), data refers to the symbols that 
represent the properties of objects and events and they are the products of observation. Infor-
mation consists of processed data, with the processing directed at increasing its usefulness. 
The difference between data and information is functional, not structural. Information is con-
tained in descriptions, answers to questions that begin with such words as who, what, when, 
where, and how many. Information systems generate, store, retrieve and process data. Infor-
mation is derived from data, and data becomes information when it has some meaning and 
value to its user. Knowledge is conveyed by instructions, answers to how-to questions. Under-
standing is conveyed by explanations, answers to why questions. Knowledge can be obtained 
either by transmission from another who has it, by instruction, or by extracting it from experi-
ence.  

The DIKW hierarchy also includes the concept of wisdom. Wisdom deals with values. It in-
volves the exercise of judgment. Evaluations of efficiency are all based on a logic that, in prin-
ciple, can be programmed into a computer and automated. These evaluative principles are 
impersonal. “Intelligence is the ability to increase efficiency, wisdom is the ability to increase 
effectiveness” (Ackoff, 1999). 

Each step up the knowledge pyramid adds value to the data as the data is enriched with mean-
ing and context. In this process, the data is refined to the knowledge and insights that allow 
making interpretations and applying the derived knowledge beyond the original data collection 
scheme. The DIKW hierarchy and the process of refining the data with experiences to guide 
actions is illustrated in a practical example given in Figure 33.  

The DIKW hierarchy is by far not the only model to categorise different data types. Other con-
cepts related to data are collected in Appendix 1. Abbreviations and terminology. 

2.1 Data structure and information content  

The fast development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and its industrial variant, the Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT), has emphasised the value of a large amount of measured or collected 
data and its utilisation in different processes. The IoT data is often by nature a data stream 
that comes from defined sources and is exploited instantly. The data is used for monitoring or 

Data
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Knowledge

Wisdom
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some real-time analytics are computed based on it. The IoT system may contain also static or 
relatively static data, such as design information. The design and engineering data is typically 
typed, structured and complex, i.e. it has several data types and different levels of meaning 
(low level types, such as integers and strings, higher level types, such as machine equipment 
types, etc.). Complex data structures and rich data types often cause problems in data interop-
erability. 

A data structure indicates how the data is organised and formatted to make it easier to use, 
access and manage. One way to assimilate data structure is to compare it to a book. In a text 
book, the text is divided, e.g., into chapters and sections, and the body text in sections is 
divided into paragraphs and sentences. Books often have a table of contents, which gives the 
reader a convenient means to look for particular topics in the book, without having to read it 
throughout. Data structures are used in a similar manner to ease and improve the efficiency of 
using the data, but usually from the software application or system point of view. Below is an 
example2 of structuring data with Extensible Markup Language, XML (World Wide Web Con-
sortium, 2016; World Wide Web Consortium, 2006): 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<breakfast_menu> 

<food> 

    <name>Belgian Waffles</name> 

    <price>$5.95</price> 

    <description> 

   Two of our famous Belgian Waffles with plenty of real maple syrup 

   </description> 

    <calories>650</calories> 

</food> 

<food> 

    <name>Strawberry Belgian Waffles</name> 

    <price>$7.95</price> 

    <description> 

    Light Belgian waffles covered with strawberries and whipped cream 

    </description> 

    <calories>900</calories> 

</food> 

<food> 

    <name>Berry-Berry Belgian Waffles</name> 

    <price>$8.95</price> 

    <description> 

    Belgian waffles covered with assorted fresh berries and whipped cream 

    </description> 

    <calories>900</calories> 

</food> 

<food> 

    <name>French Toast</name> 

    <price>$4.50</price> 

    <description> 

    Thick slices made from our homemade sourdough bread 

    </description> 

    <calories>600</calories> 

</food> 

<food> 

    <name>Homestyle Breakfast</name> 

    <price>$6.95</price> 

    <description> 

    Two eggs, bacon or sausage, toast, and our ever-popular hash browns 

    </description> 

    <calories>950</calories> 

</food> 

</breakfast_menu> 

                                                
2 W3Schools XML Tutorial, XML Example 2: https://www.w3schools.com/xml/ 
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Here, the information of a breakfast menu is structured with additional XML tags in the data, 

such as a tag pair ”<food>” and “</food>”. The tags in the above example defines the struc-

tural elements of the data but do not add any particular content to it. The structural elements 
can be used, e.g., for formatting the data for the reader or to make it easier for software appli-
cations to interpret the data and, e.g., find how many different dishes the menu contains. In 
the above example, the efficient use of the data requires that the format and the semantics of 
the data structuring mechanism are available for the data users, or more precisely to the soft-
ware developers of the software applications used by the data users. XML is a good example 
of such a mechanism and its standardisation. Data structures can be very large and complex 
to cover all the needs of all the data stakeholders.  

Databases (DB) and database management systems (DBMS) provide means and tools for 
structuring and managing large-scale and complex data. The so-called relational databases 
(RDB) structure the data into tables with rows and columns of data elements of different types. 
The table represent a collection of entities of one type, the rows of the table represent instances 
of the entity type and the columns of the table represent the attributes of the instances. In the 
table, each instance of the entity type (i.e. each row) has a unique identifier (see Figure 5). 

ID First name Surname Unit Phone number Email address 

1 John Doe AB987 +358 20 123 4567 john.doe@acmecorp.com 

2 Matti Meikäläinen AB123 +358 20 123 5678 matti.meikalainen@acmecorp.com 

3 Fun Doo AC777 +358 20 123 6789 fun.doo@acmecorp.com 

… … … … … … 

Figure 5: Example of a relational database structure. The table represent a collection of con-
tact information of people from one organisation. The header line represents the attribute 

types for each instance (person) and the other lines represent the contact information of one 
person. 

As a relational database management system (RDBMS) may be implemented in numerous 
ways, there are no guarantees that the data in such an implementation can be accessed 
through a common interface. To simplify the use of RDBMSs, some standardisation has been 
done to create a common language to define the collaboration with the RDBMSs, i.e. Struc-
tured Query Language, SQL (ISO/IEC 9075-1:2016, 2016). On the other hand, an example of 
large and complex data structures and their standardisation is the set of MIMOSA open stand-
ards for physical asset management (MIMOSA, 2019). 

As data in general and digital services in particular are becoming increasingly common related 
to both consumers as well as in industrial products, the data interoperability – or the lack of it 
– is becoming an issue. Standardisation has been one of the solutions to improve data interop-
erability, but the slow process in standardisation and challenges in funding the standardisation 
work are are shifting focus to other possible complementary solutions. One of the interesting 
directions is data modelling and the ability to automatically map the data from one system to 
another, i.e. automated data transformation. Also in this approach, some standardisation is 
needed to define the mechanisms to define the source and the target data, and how the trans-
formation is done, especially when the transformation is not explicit. 

2.2 Data transfer across asset life cycle phases  

Data is produced, acquired and used throughout the product, asset or system life cycle (see 
Figure 1). During the concept and design phase, domain and process knowledge are gener-
ated based on functionality and formal specifications, and stored in the system’s knowledge 
base (KB). During post deployment – i.e., the utilisation and enhancement phase – context-
and user-specific knowledge are created and corresponding data is collected in the plant in-
formation systems (e.g. ERP, CMMS, process automation and control system). This dictates 
that the design must accommodate re-evaluation and update of the knowledge.  
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Digital twin is a concept that interlinks and ties together the data life cycle with that of a physical 
item. A digital twin is the representation of a physical asset in the digital world (Lee et al., 2015). 
As illustrated in Figure 6, a digital twin is generated and maintained as synchronised with the 
evolving behaviour of the physical asset, thus allowing simulations, functional analytics and 
predictive and prescriptive analytics with real-time data. 

 

Figure 6: The Digital Twin concept. 

Knowledge-based systems are always designed with tasks in mind (Chandrasekaran, John-
son, & Smith, 1992). Therefore, the relation between tasks/processes, knowledge and mech-
anisms supporting knowledge sharing & transfer should by carefully analysed during the de-
sign phase. This can be achieved, for example, by the use of ontologies that include infor-
mation on the domains in which a smart products system is expected to be used, the processes 
it is designed to support and the attributes or features exposed. In addition, the data items 
specifying the knowledge that a smart product requires, user/relevant stakeholders’ character-
istics, and the knowledge on the smart product interaction with its environment and information 
exchange with other products and their users (Sabou & Kantorovitch, 2009).  

2.3 The volume of data 

Big data describes such datasets which could not be acquired, stored, and managed by classic 
database software (Chen et al., 2014). It is typical for big data that there is a huge amount of 
data and it is in different forms (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured). Big data is 
classified with the following characteristics (Chen et al., 2014): 

1) Volume (great volume), 
2) Variety (various modalities), 
3) Velocity (rapid generation), and 
4) Value (huge value but very low density)  

 
The volume of data, and especially the increase of the speed at which data is produced, has 
been under active debate during the past couple of years. For example, Bernard Marr wrote in 
his article in Forbes (Marr, 2018) that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is created each day (in 2018) 
and over 90% of the existing data has been produced over the last two years (again, in 2018). 
It is important to notice that this concerns the produced data, not information. The produced 
data includes, among other things, search requests in Google and other search services, social 
media activities, Internet-based teleconferencing calls, video and audio streaming, and the 
data that goes through IoT. 

Companies tend to produce increasing numbers of product designs, which eventually leads to 
large volumes of product data to be managed. In 2008 a company, which we have had long-
term collaboration with, indicated that it had 1.4 million items, 2 million item structure rows and 
750 000 documents in the Product Data Management (PDM) system. During one afternoon 
hour in late August, 2008, 143 users made more than a thousand operations in the system. 
They created 73 new documents and 17 new items in the system. Also, the users sought and 
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checked the data of 440 documents and 725 items, opened nearly 300 document files and 
printed 125 bills of materials. After four years, in 2012, the company had 1.7 million items, 2.6 
item structure rows and 800 000 documents in the system. Thus, there was an increase of 
items by 21%, structure rows by 30% and documents by 7%, in just 4 years. The increase 
actually took place during the recovery from the economic recession, when the introduction of 
new products and engineering design activities was not very intense, in general. Naturally, this 
amount of data is not a problem for databases or PDM systems, but also the data-related 
operations and transactions can easily rise and require a lot of engineering hours (see Figure 
7), if data management is not automatic.  

 

Figure 7: An approximation on the designers’ work categories (source: https://tech-clar-
ity.com/adopting-model-based-definition-mbd/6343). 

In other industrial contexts, the volume of data shows the same kind of trend as discussed 
above. The wide application of the Industrial Internet is raising the production and utilisation of 
data to a new level. At the same time, the methods and tools for analysing, integrating and 
utilising data are becoming more sophisticated and efficient, i.e., it is possible to turn the data 
into valuable information. The fast development of Artificial Intelligence and all the related tech-
nologies are opening new possibilities also in the industrial context. 

2.4 The quality and reliability of data  

Dataset quality is crucial for the potential to extract information from the data. In general, the 
quality of a decision is hardly better than the quality of data used to support the decision. On 
the other hand, outliers of data from a sensor network may be detected and deleted by statis-
tical reasoning or by an algorithm in artificial intelligence. Still, at least in the first steps of 
digitalisation, bad data quality may result in significant losses due to interruptions in production 
or bad-quality of products.  

Cai (2015) suggested that dimensions of data quality are availability, usability, reliability, rele-

vance and presentation quality. Usability entails also credibility. Reliability can be split into 

elements like accuracy, consistency, integrity and completeness. At this level, also different 

interpretations exist. For instance, credibility is regarded as a part of accuracy because accu-

racy cannot be proved without documents and verifications – which form credibility. However, 

the dimensions presented by Cai (2015) have proved very useful in the data assessment pro-

cess. 
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The aspects of data quality are also incorporated in the information quality framework by Ep-
pler (2006), see Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. The information quality framework according to Eppler (2006) p. 68. 

According to the framework, the quality of information depends on the timeliness, format and 
content of the information. Also, the media of the data affects data quality. How comprehen-
sive, accurate, clear and applicable the content is defines how relevant the content of infor-
mation is. How concise, consistent, correct and current the information is, dictates how sound 
the information content is (see Figure 8). In an optimised information delivery and management 
process, there should be no issues related to convenience, timelines, traceability or interactiv-
ity of the information. The reliability of the information is related to the accessibility, security, 
maintainability and speed of the media. The mentioned aspects are, however, dependent on 
each other. For example, the consistency problem related to interrelated knowledge bases or 
data sets in different databases is a well-known issue. It can be demonstrated with the set-up 
of two clocks that share the same data, i.e. the instance of time, but are not related to each 
other nor to a reference source of data. The indicated data is hardly the same and the infor-
mation of the two sources is inconsistent. In this case the set up and media quality have an 
effect on the content quality. The suggest approach to alleviate the consistency problem is to 
favour a single-source approach, such as an integrated platform for data management. 

When decisions are made based on acquired data, it is helpful if information of reliability or 
even an uncertainty range is available. Ideally, every piece of acquired data should be accom-
panied by an uncertainty range. The highest level of DIKW hierarchy (see section 1.2) is Wis-
dom, based on which decisions can be made. The example of icy roads as the temperature is 
close to zero degrees Celsius can be expanded by variation of temperature because of uncer-
tainty of data and variation of temperature due to location. The result is then probability and 
occurrence of an icy road. Transferred to manufacturing, a similar example for data reliability 
could be: “at a confidence level of 99% it is concluded that 5% of produced components are 
not within specifications”. When quality and data quality are described in numbers, improve-
ments and optimisation becomes possible. 
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2.5 Data ownership 

Data ownership is an important aspect when it comes to offering data and negotiating contracts 
in a digital business ecosystem. One possible means of giving users control of their data would 
be the allocation of property rights over machine-generated data to the data generators. This 
could be considered a means to facilitate trade and the creation of data markets. In addition, 
it could respond to a perceived need to ensure a fairer distribution of value across the data 
value chain. Currently, data services and data users are able to drive great profits from ma-
chine-generated data without sharing them with the data generators (EPSC, 2017). 

The development of digital technologies creates a need to develop a common understanding 
of ownership rights regarding the data created by connected devices. A sensor manufactured 
by one company can operate in a system developed by another, and be deployed in an envi-
ronment owned by a third. Agreement will be needed on who has which rights to the resulting 
data (OECD 2017). Also BDVA (2019) emphasises that data sharing space will only material-
ise if data producers are guaranteed to retain their rights as the original owners. The Industrial 
Data Space is one approach to address data ownership by providing a secure and trusted 
platform for authorisation and authentication within a decentralised architecture (International 
Data Spaces Association, 2018). 

However, the creation of ownership rights for data would entail a number of risks (EPSC, 
2017). 

 It may lower companies’ incentives to invest in data analytics as their share of the value 
creation decreases.  

 There would be significant pragmatic challenges. The biggest part of the value is gen-
erated through aggregation. Therefore, it would be difficult to craft a rule to ‘fairly’ as-
sign part of that value to the single generators of the data. 

 The more the data economy evolves, the more the bulk of the value will tend to be 
generated in the ‘last mile’ of the big data value chain. 

 Introduction of data property rights would incur high implementation costs for single 
individuals and small to medium enterprises (SMEs) wishing to enforce them and would 
necessarily involve transaction costs that would reduce the incentive to trade the data.  

Information and data may belong to various actors, but they cannot be owned in the legislative 
sense. Information can be managed. The owner of a device or service is usually able to prevent 
others from accessing the data by preventing access to the device or service. It is possible to 
specify in contracts, e.g. who data belongs to, and what access rights there are to the data. A 
limitation of contracts is that they cannot be binding on a third party (Seppälä et al., 2018). 
Data sharing has been shown to increase the collaboration and informal dialogue between 
companies. Data should not be considered only from the viewpoint of return of investment but 
also regarding the amount of reuse when it is compared to the effort of publishing; the value 
of data derives from use and reuse instead of ownership (Kortelainen et al., 2017).  

2.6 Cyber Security Data 

Traditionally, digital data security has meant protecting data from unauthorised disclosure, cor-
ruption or wipe-out. The respective remedies have been various crypto and obfuscation algo-
rithms, access controls, fault-tolerance techniques and back-up strategies. 

All these methods generate auxiliary data, multiple copies or especially checking/error recov-
ery data that must be likewise stored, cared for and managed. The auxiliary data includes 
various logs, inventories, directories, certificates, keys, policies, and (security) control mecha-
nism configurations and specifically generated higher-level security management data like 
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emergency plans and system state summaries. None of these are static; updates, and possible 
(co-operative) intelligence gathering processes are to be arranged and managed as well. 

We limit ourselves in this section to considering this auxiliary data, not the data to be protected.  

2.6.1 Structure of the security data 

As for the structuring of the security data, there are diverse standards, but for example with 
logging, there are quite a many of them, and not too detailed, leading to application specifics 
and tedious parsing for a unified view.  

To make sense of the overall situation, complex SIEM – security information and event man-
agement systems are a possibility in high-risk environments. These tend to have taxonomies 
of their own, both on analysis – with specialist data fusion algorithms for refining raw data and 
distilling anomalous events – and a (policy-based) management side of things. There are, 
however, some widely accepted methodologies and repositories with associated taxonomies. 

For classification of stages of attacks there is, e.g., the one outlined by Richard Bejtlich in his 
book “The Tao of network security monitoring : beyond intrusion detection” (Bejtlich, 2005). For 
analysing different threat categories, see Shostack (2014), MITRE ATT&CK (2019) and NIST 
(2012). For risk evaluations, a commendable methodology is FAIR – Factor Analysis of Infor-
mation Risk (Freund & Jones, 2014). FAIR divides the risk into its constituent parts. Another is 
DREAD (Shostack, 2008), but this is not currently favoured, since it has been applied to threat 
analysis where it is not very fitting. It can be rather described as a simplified risk analysis 
method.  

A crucial step in estimating risks is the probabilities of threat events. This is not a straightfor-
ward task. To start with, these depend on specific systems, configurations and circumstances. 
Frequencies of historical incidents are not very usable due to their (in most cases) infrequency. 
Some mathematical approaches could be used like Monte Carlo, statistical analysis for confi-
dence intervals, fuzzy logic and the like, but in the end, it might boil down to “expert opinion” 
and security intelligence findings, projected to the case at hand. Nevertheless, data about past 
security events, with related system composition, configuration, known vulnerabilities and state 
is maintained.  

Efforts on systemising the management and evaluation of information security – with appropri-
ate definitions and models – include the ISO 27000 series of standards and ISO/IEC 15408 
Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation. On the research front, Sav-
ola (2009) and Savola et al. (2012) have worked on security metrics taxonomies.  

2.6.2 Curation of digital assets 

Proper curation of digital assets is critical to daily operations and requires permanent access 
and maintenance of trustworthy data. Corruption of that data can have catastrophic conse-
quences on product development and affect viability of an enterprise. There is a need to protect 
the product data and its owner(s) by providing authorisation, authentication, and traceability of 
trustworthy product data through the product life cycle. Currently, knowing who can use data, 
how the data can be used, and who did what to the data is mainly captured in contracts and 
manual paper-based tracking methods. Industry needs a faster, more secure and sustainable 
way to record, embed or link authentication, authorisation, and traceability information to the 
product data (NIST, 2018). 
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3. Defining, modelling, transforming and analysis of data 

As already discussed in the Introduction section, data is not one homogeneous mass that can 
be utilised in a similar manner as, e.g., electricity. The structure, representation, meaning and 
semantics can differ, which make the utilisation of data sometimes challenging. When the 
same data is utilised by many parties and possibly with several different software applications, 
these data features become crucial for fluent work flows. 

This section addresses two views on the modelling of data. First, modelling of data itself and, 
secondly, using the data to model different concepts. 

3.1 Defining and modelling data  

The increasing use of data in industry and business, and the dependency of processes and 
services on data, set demands on data applicability. The meaning, validity and form of the data 
need to be known for its reliable application. In addition, the more data is involved in processes, 
the more fluent its application needs to be. For complex data, data modelling, i.e. defining the 
meaning, form and structure of data, provides the tool for fluent integration and use of data. 

As discussed in section 2, data has meaning, a form and it can have a structure. When data is 
used in computing, it has to be defined so that it is usable for the intended purpose. When the 
use of data is relatively simple, e.g. in a spreadsheet document, it does not need to be specif-
ically defined, but we use, e.g., data as a type of currency for calculating budgeting for a pro-
ject, or the software we use automatically detects the type and sets it to the default currency. 
But even in this simple case, the data format is defined. When more data in complex form is 
to be used, e.g. new software applications are designed, data between different software sys-
tems are exchanged or a new database is designed, the definition or planning of data types 
and form is necessary. For this, information about the use of and the requirements for data is 
needed. 

3.1.1 ISO 10303 STEP and data modelling with EXPRESS 

In product or system design, a large amount of data is needed to describe all the design as-
pects, such as the geometry, assembly, instrumentation, or function and behaviour of the tar-
get. Typically, numerous different design and engineering software applications are used in 
the process and they have their native data formats. In addition, e.g. authorities can require 
that a certain type of design data is available throughout the product or system life cycle for 
any possible later needs. This raises the challenge of data interoperability and applicability. To 
ease the challenge, a large standardisation effort has been conducted, and it continues, to 
build a foundation of technologies and definitions, and the data formats for product life cycle 
data management. This effort is the STEP standard, or ISO 10303 Industrial automation sys-
tems and integration – Product data representation and exchange family of standards. The 
STEP standard provides means to model the data the EXPRESS data modelling language as 
well as dedicated data models for many application areas. The STEP standard is divided into 
several hundreds of parts, which all are separate standards. The overall structure of the STEP 
standard is described in standard ISO 10303-1 Industrial automation systems and integration 
– Product data representation and exchange – Part 1: Overview and fundamental principles 
(ISO 10303-1, 1994). The numbering of the parts of the standard follows the structure (ISO/TC 
184/SC 4, 2004): 

 Parts 11 to 14 specify the description methods, 

 Parts 21 to 28 specify the implementation methods, 

 Parts 31 to 35 specify the conformance testing methodology and framework, 

 Parts 41 to 58 specify the integrated generic resources, 

 Parts 101 to 110 specify the integrated application resources, 

 Parts 201 to 240 specify the application protocols, 
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 Parts 301 to 336 specify the abstract test suites, 

 Parts 501 to 523 specify the application interpreted constructs, and 

 Parts 1001 to 1514 specify the application modules. 

The EXPRESS data modelling language is defined in standard ISO 10303-11 Industrial auto-
mation systems and integration -- Product data representation and exchange -- Part 11: De-
scription methods: The EXPRESS language reference manual (ISO 10303-11, 2004). The EX-
PRESS language is used for defining the data models for all the STEP family standards. The 
EXPRESS modelling language has also a graphical notation for graphs, EXPRESS-G, and 
XML representation of EXPRESS schemas and data (ISO 10303.28, 2007). 

 

Figure 9: An example of a graphical data model in EXPRESS-G notation (source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EXPRESS_(data_modelling_language)). 

In general, a modelling language for data modelling provides additional tools for software de-
velopment, such as data validation and automated processes to define the data structures in 
software applications. 

3.1.2 The Semantic Web 

Data modelling is a fundamental part for semantic data representation in the Semantic Web, a 
semantic layer of the current Internet. The Semantic Web aims at having mechanisms for rep-
resenting the meaning of data together with data and providing means to query and reason 
the data to better match the needs of the user. The Semantic Web defines a set of technologies 
for data, information and knowledge representation, for queries, for setting rules on the data 
and for reasoning. The base technology for the Semantic Web is the Resource Description 
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Framework (RDF) (World Wide Web Consortium, 2014). RDF specification defines the funda-
mental concepts for data representation, of which the subject-predicate-object model is the 
most important (Figure 10). The model defines how the data elements are linked and how the 
data components, i.e. objects and their relations, are defined and used. 

 

Figure 10: The subject-predicate-object model of the Resource Description Framework (RDF). 

The data models, i.e. ontologies, in the Semantic Web context, are defined with the Web On-
tology Language, OWL (World Wide Web Consortium, 2012). The Web Ontology Language 
defines the syntaxes, semantics and structures to be used for defining the data modelling com-
ponents in the ontology. An ontology can be seen as the definition of the data modelling ele-
ments for the given content. An example of an ontology is simply contact information, organi-
sation and project ontology that contains the following objects types and their attributes: 

 “person” with attributes: 
o “first_name” 
o “surname” 
o “phone_number” 
o “email_address” 
o “position” 

 “organisation_unit” with attributes: 
o “unit_type” 
o “unit_name” 
o “unit_code” 

 “project” with attributes 
o “purpose” 
o “start_date” 
o “end_date” 
o “volume” 

and relations: 

 “has-a-unit” 

 “belongs-to-unit” 

 “is-a-supervisor-of” 

 “has-a-project” 

 “is-a-member-of” 

 “is-a-project-manager-of” 

In this example, we have only three object types and six relations, which can be used for 
modelling the data to describe an organisation together with the contact information of the 
people in it and the projects they are working in. Even this small set of modelling elements, i.e. 
the object and relation types in the ontology, enables modelling of very complex data models. 
An example of a data model modelled with the above described elements is shown in Figure 
11, Figure 12 and Figure 13. The figures do not contain the data properties, i.e. the actual data 
content, of the modelling elements but only the main data model elements and their relations. 

Subject Object
Predicate
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Figure 11: A visualisation of the contact information, organisation and project ontology. 

 

Figure 12: A visualisation of the contact information, organisation and project ontology, and a 
data model utilising the ontology, i.e. the individuals (instances) of the object and relation types. 

 

Figure 13: A visualisation of the individuals (i.e. instances) of a data model utilising the con-
tact information, organisation and project ontology. 

There are multiple strategies available for transforming data into ontology. For example, Entity 
Relationship Diagrams (ERD), which show the relationships of entity sets stored in a database, 
can be transformed into ontology graphs (Fahad, 2008). In addition, formal concept analysis 
methods can be used to map contents in the database to the ontology. In the formal concept 
analysis, concept hierarchies are extracted from datasets using mathematical models (Gao et 
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al., 2016). Finally, XML can be used as a means to both of these approaches to transform the 
data into any other computer platform-based data form (Malik et al., 2016). 

The Extensible Stylesheet Language family (XSL, a set of W3C specifications, 
https://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/) defines specifications, technologies and data models for data 
transformations. The main target is data transformation from one data model in XML format to 
another data model either in XML or other format. In principle, the approach enables data 
transformation from any format to any other format. 

Linked Open Data (LOD) is an open, interlinked collection of datasets in machine-interpretable 
form, covering multiple domains from life sciences to government data (Rosati et al., 2016). At 
present, there exists several tools and frameworks for mapping relational databases to LOD. 
For example, the D2RQ tool defines a declarative language to describe mappings between 
application-specific relational database schemata and RDF-S/OWL ontologies (Ristoski & 
Paulheim, 2016). In general, LOD-based approaches can be utilised to interpret different types 
of data including structured, semi-structured and unstructured data (Ristoski & Paulheim, 
2016). 

3.2 Data exchange, transformation and integration  

Data exchange means, in general, the action of exchanging data between software applica-
tions or data management systems. Data exchange is needed, e.g., when some software ap-
plication is used for modifying data, which is then used in other software applications or sys-
tems. Data integration means using the data managed in one software application or a system 
in other software applications or systems. An example of data integration is to use the data, 
managed in an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, in other data management sys-
tems, such as in a project database. Data transformation is the process of converting data from 
one format or structure into another format or structure. Data transformation is critical to activ-
ities, such as data integration and data management. Data transformation can become neces-
sary in many situations but most typically, transformations are needed when data is made 
compatible with other data, e.g., a legacy system is migrated to a new information system, or 
multiple data sources are to be integrated (Rahm & Do, 2000).  

In design and engineering, data integration and thus transformation needs occur when design 
and engineering tools and systems are used in a chain, i.e. the output of one tool or data stored 
in one system is used as the input or is stored to another system. Examples of engineering 
tools are computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools, such as structural analysis and system sim-
ulation software applications. Examples of engineering and design systems are product life 
cycle management (PLM) and simulation life cycle management (SLM) systems. The need to 
increasingly utilise computational approaches in design and engineering, and to automate 
common design and engineering tasks increase the need for fluent data exchange and data 
integration. 

Today, many companies are increasingly utilising a variety of services provided by the biggest 
and most-influential cloud-computing vendors including Microsoft, Amazon and IBM, for exam-
ple. While previously organisations had to buy and maintain their own physical servers, cloud 
computing enables companies to consume computing resources as a utility – just like electric-
ity – rather than having to build and maintain computing infrastructures in-house (Ochs & Rie-
mann, 2018). Cloud computing is emerging as one of the major enablers also in the manufac-
turing industry; it can replace traditional manufacturing business models with more agile, scal-
able and efficient business practices, help it to align product innovation with business strategy, 
and create intelligent factory networks that encourage effective collaboration (Xu, 2012). 

In cloud computing, the heterogeneity and lack of standardisation hampers the use of cloud 
services offered by multiple providers (Cavalcante et al., 2016). Therefore, the importance of 
cloud interoperability has been highlighted by both the industry and academia and many cloud 
interoperability standards have been proposed (Zhang et al., 2013). However, it may take 
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years for the standards to be fully agreed upon and adopted, if ever, and as practical, short-
term solutions, technologies have been developed to enable interoperation among clouds, 
from both the cloud provider’s and user’s perspectives (Zhang et al., 2013). Data transfor-
mation is seen as one of the key technologies that can facilitate the migration and integration 
of applications and data between different cloud service providers (Carrasco et al., 2014). 

The naive way to translate data from one format to another is writing a specific program for 
each translation task and writing such a program is typically a non-trivial task, often compli-
cated by numerous technical aspects of the specific data sources that are not relevant to the 
translation process (Abiteboul et al., 1999). A sound solution for a data integration tasks re-
quires a clean abstraction of the different formats in which data are stored, and means for 
specifying the correspondences between data in different contexts and for translating data 
from one context to another (Abiteboul et al., 1999). 

Data transformation can be examined from multiple viewpoints. For example, there are funda-
mental differences between processing statically stored data and streamed data arriving from 
IoT devices or sensors. Moreover, data transformation can be applied for statistical analysis 
(e.g. measurement variables do not fit a normal distribution or have greatly different standard 
deviations in different groups) or for improving interoperability, (e.g. data sets are heterogene-
ous in terms of vocabularies, formats, data representation and modality). In this document, the 
focus is on the latter perspective. 

The constant increase in the volume of data caused by, for example, the emergence of social 
media, IoT, and multimedia, has delivered an overwhelming stream of data in either organised 
or unstructured formats. In general, devices providing streamed data are extremely heteroge-
neous regarding basic communication protocols, data formats, and technologies and, in addi-
tion, the systems involve diverse modalities (Cheng et al., 2019). For example, the current 
smart phones are equipped with several different sensors, such as an accelerometer, digital 
compass, gyroscope, GPS, microphone and camera (Lane et al., 2010). Moreover, the IoT 
data can be collected from many different sources and consist of various structured and un-
structured data (Jiang et al., 2014). Data transformation and harmonisation can facilitate data 
interoperability and allow sharing and use of data across multiple services. 

The statically stored data represented, for example, in relational databases is usually backed 
by a schema, which formally defines the entities and relations between them. In most of the 
cases, the schema is specific for each database, which does not allow for automatic data in-
tegration from multiple databases (Datta et al., 2016). For easier and automatic data integra-
tion and extension, a global shared schema definition should be used across databases (Ris-
toski and Paulheim, 2016). In order to comprehend data and to extract knowledge, the data 
must be sorted, changed, blended and prepared both measurably and logically (Malik et al., 
2016). In the following paragraphs, some methods and techniques for data transformation are 
briefly discussed. 

One of the most widely applied methods for data transformation is the utilisation of semantic 
technologies, and in particular, ontologies. A commonly agreed definition of ontology, made by 
Gruber (1993), is the following: “An ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a con-
ceptualisation of a domain of interest”. Furthermore, ontology is defined as a controlled vocab-
ulary that describes objects and the relations between them in a formal way; ontology resem-
bles faceted taxonomy but uses richer semantic relationships between terms and attributes, 
as well as strict rules about how to specify terms and relationships (Uschold and Gruninger, 
1996; Berners-Lee et al., 2001). Semantic data and ontologies may contain information about 
data transformation, or data mapping, e.g. by providing information about equivalence of con-
cepts and relations. In addition, separate ontologies can define equivalences between con-
cepts and relations of two or more other ontologies. There are also software tools and services 
for semantic data mapping and transformation. 
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3.3 Cleaning up data  

Raw data is rarely useful as such and might require a lot of work before intended data analysis 
can be conducted. Quality of the dataset is crucial for the possibility of extracting information 
from the data. Thus, content of the dataset must be critically assessed because several issues 
can deteriorate the quality of data. Reasons can be random or systematic. Random errors, if 
within a reasonable amount, are not typically crucial for data analysis because those do not 
cause bias in the results. Random errors can be traced, for example, by visualisations or cross-
tabulations. 

Systematic errors can cause biased results and to avoid misleading results, the collected da-
taset must be studied carefully. The main reason for systematic errors can be found from data 
collection either from official instructions or recording practices. To be able to recognise sys-
tematic errors, the analyser needs a deep understanding of how data have been collected, 
which information variables really contain, who made the entries, when were those made, what 
are the recording practises, etc. It is important to determine data collection practises not only 
to study official guidelines because practices are not always in line with given instructions (Kor-
telainen et al., 2015). 

3.4 Creating value from data 

Data is the fuel of any intelligent industrial system. Data can be seen as a raw material which 
companies collect, acquire or generate. This data must then be refined further into information 
or knowledge that holds more value for the data user or owner. This process is called the data 
value creation process. 

3.4.1 Data value creation process 

The value creation process typically starts with identifying relevant data sources, continues to 
the generation of knowledge by refining, analysing and modelling of the data and leads to an 
output that creates value for the products, services and operations of the company. An exam-
ple of such process is presented in Figure 14. In addition, the process should incorporate man-
aging knowledge and skills necessary for the analysis.  

 

Figure 14: Data value creation process (modified from Kortelainen et al., 2017). 

Whereas Figure 14 highlights the business perspective to the value creation process, the IT 
view is different. From the IT perspective, the process includes extraction, transformation and 
loading of data into a database, analytics software, user interfaces, proactive utilisation of an-
alytics results by forwarding them to operational systems, and automating knowledge and skills 
related to the data analysis. Big data management canvas (Kaufman, 2019) is an approach 
for illustrating data refinement and value creation that connects business with the information 
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technology perspective. In this approach, the steps including data preparation, analysis, inter-
action, effectuation, and intelligence align both business and IT to create value from data. 

3.4.2 Data exploration and descriptive data analysis 

Data exploration aims to determine and understand the nature and characteristics of data. 
Descriptive data analysis pursues revealing the information that the collected data contains 
and develop insights for the user. An example is presented in Figure 15 that visualises increas-
ing the failure rate of an ageing system. Statistical data analysis methods can be used to com-
pare data groups, find correlations or other relationships between variables, define clusters, 
find normal values and anomalies, detect trends or other patterns and so on. 

 

Figure 15: An example of a descriptive analysis of maintenance data. 

Descriptive data analysis provides summaries of collected data. Summaries can be basic 
measures (e.g. mean, median, variance) describing data, tables (e.g. frequencies, cross-tab-
ulations) or figures (e.g. bar charts, box-plots, spider/radar charts) presenting relevant features 
of the data. Descriptive data analysis creates understanding of the data content and insights 
into interesting relationships between variables. 

3.4.3 Predictive data modelling 

Data modelling requires different capabilities, concepts, methods and methodologies, algo-
rithms, models and tools depending on the scope of the analysis. Various data analysis meth-
ods exist and a suitable method for a case is dependent on the problem and available data. 
This chapter does not provide a review of existing data analysis methods, but raises the im-
portance of understanding the behaviour of a target system and how qualitative analysis can 
support statistical data analysis. 

The real added value of data is in exploiting it to predict future behaviour and follow the per-
formance of the assets, to estimate remaining useful life, to identify the cause of underper-
forming systems and to support planning and decision-making. Figure 16 presents an example 
of the data modelling in two scenarios: failure rate without any actions and failure rate after 
system replacement. Complex systems require complex models, as they consist of several 
different components whose specific behaviours and interactions needs to be understood and 
modelled. In order to translate the patterns, anomalies and trends to predictions of remaining 
lifetime or future behaviour of the item, further information about the system is needed. 
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Figure 16: Examples of data modelling and predicting future behaviour with two scenarios. 

Traditional physical models are highly complicated and require a lot of modelling efforts, or 
models are too simplified making it impossible to capture relevant behaviour. Data-driven mod-
els and prognostics and health management (PHM) algorithms usually use pattern recognition 
and machine learning techniques to detect changes in system states. Also, qualitative infor-
mation like risk and reliability analyses, e.g. Hazop and FMECA, support the analysis phase 
providing essential information about the target application. These analyses could provide 
cause-consequence chains that connect failure indication or initiation pattern or a deviation 
from a certain chain of events, and link the emerging event with expected consequences. This 
allows the user to make predictions and to take proactive actions in time. 

3.4.4 Supporting business decisions 

A further step to add value is to connect the data with business-related information like a busi-
ness model, key performance indicator framework, life-cycle cost and profit model, or decision-
making situation. The history data alone is not a sufficient basis for future forecasts but tacit 
knowledge, expert judgment and other data sources that help to understand customer´s value 
creation have to be utilised. The ‘data analysis’ may then take a variety of forms and actions 
from benchmarking and traffic light dashboards to calculations that support long-term decisions 
like investments. 

The human brain typically is not capable of finding out relevant information from a set of num-
bers which is in a general form for collected data. Visualisations are one tool to present data 
in an understandable way. The main aim of the visualisations is to condense a large amount 
of data in a form which supports decision-makers’ or other users’ attempts to understand the 
information included in the data. Visualisations are important tools for communicating findings 
between data analysists and decision-makers. 

4. Industrial Internet of Things  

Much of the change in design and engineering, manufacturing and services is driven by the 
technological development regarding the access, communication and analysis of large 
amounts of data. The different systems that ideally make design and engineering, manufac-
turing and service operations more effective and efficient are evolving rapidly, becoming more 
powerful and complex. With this development, a new challenge emerges at the intersection of 
the different systems. In the new smart design and engineering, manufacturing and service 
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management systems, several components have to be integrated and work together as seam-
lessly as possible. This comes down to the Integration of Information Technology (IT), Opera-
tional Technology (OT) and Engineering Technology (ET) (World Manufacturing Forum, 2018). 

IT/OT/ET convergence is the integration of information technology (IT) systems used for data-
centric computing with operational technology (OT) systems used to monitor events, pro-
cesses and devices, and make adjustments in enterprise and industrial operations and engi-
neering technologies (ET) with Digital Engineering Models, providing various analytics and 
simulation capabilities seen in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. Convergence of information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) sys-
tems with engineering technologies (ET) for operational analytics (Singh, 2017). 

In the manufacturing industry and related processes, an increasing amount of data is gener-
ated by physical assets. Intelligent, networked products and services require companies to 
build sensors embedded in physical assets. Intelligent assets require a completely new, multi-
layered technology infrastructure (technology stack, Figure 18). The infrastructure consists of 
software, applications, networks, equipment, product cloud, information management plat-
forms, and business processes and processes based on them. 

Industrial internet of things (IIoT) can be described as a stack shown in Figure 18. At the base 
of the stack there is the physical world consisting of tangible things such as machines. They 
interface the digital world via sensors, which measure the phenomena of the real world and 
actuators impacting the real world. The function of the next layer of the stack is to transmit data 
from sensors to the IoT (IT / OT) platform and vice versa. The stack also supports Industry 4.0 

that is necessary for the smart manufacturing (see Figure 25). 

The function of the IoT platform and data-analytics layers is to manage, store and analyse the 
data. In practise, these layers are implemented with commercial IoT data platforms. These 
layers are the most relevant for this report. The operative layer may be implemented as human 
or automatic decision-making. 

The Industrial Internet Consortium (www.iiconsortium.org) has published an Industrial Internet 
Reference Architecture (IIRA, v1.9) (https://www.iiconsortium.org/IIRA.htm) which describes 
the issue from multiple viewpoints. 
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Figure 18. Technology stack including cultural, social and regulatory layers. 

5. Artificial intelligence and data analytics  

The increasing use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies will further transform the ways in 
which data is utilised in industry. The concept of AI, however, does not have a single agreed 
definition. Often, AI is defined broadly as a system capable of understanding its environment 
and making rational decisions accordingly (e.g. Nilsson, 2011). In this context, we focus espe-
cially on data-intensive AI approaches, and especially ones applying machine learning meth-
ods to vast amounts of industrial data. 

In recent years, the hype around AI has been largely based on advances in machine learning. 
Especially results in fields like image recognition and natural language processing have kept 
AI constantly in the headlines. This is partly enabled by advances in the actual machine learn-
ing methods, but the rapid development is also enabled by the increasing amount of available 
data, as well as improvements in data processing capacity and its declining cost. It should be 
noted, however, that various model-based and rule-based systems will remain to be relevant 
also in the future, despite the imminent increase of machine learning technologies. In many 
industrial applications, hybrid approaches combining data-based and model-based ap-
proaches are likely to be beneficial. 

The concept of machine learning can further be divided into the following fundamental para-
digms (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015), which all have potential uses in the manufacturing industry: 

 Supervised learning is used when a machine learning model can be taught using an 

example set of desired outputs, such as a set of annotated photographs when teaching 

an image recognition system. Typical uses of supervised learning include classification 

and regression problems. Supervised learning often applies artificial neural networks, 

which loosely mimic the way neurons work in human brains. Applications using multi-

layered deep neural networks with large amounts of data are also referred to as deep 

learning (Lee et al., 2018). In the manufacturing industry, supervised learning is cur-

rently the predominant paradigm, as it has many practical uses, for example in quality 

control, predictive maintenance and process optimisation tasks (Wuest, 2016). 
 Unsupervised learning is used when unstructured data is available (i.e. no datasets 

are available or practicable for teaching the system in advance). Thus, the approach is 
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especially useful in exploring the data, e.g., to find clusters and make categorisations, 

or to detect anomalies in the data (Lee et al., 2018).  

 Reinforcement learning, sometimes also categorised as a subset of supervised learn-

ing, is based on the interaction of the AI system and its environment (Antonoglou et al., 

2015). It is especially interesting from the point of view of future autonomous technolo-

gies and collaborative robotics, as the approach enables continuous learning during 

operations. 

 
The power of AI lies in its applications to problems where it outperforms humans. In recent 
years, the equivalence with human performance has already been reached in several limited 
tasks. These tasks, such as specific image or speech recognition tasks, are rather narrow and 
have a very defined scope. In more general problem-solving tasks, humans are expected to 
remain far superior to AI systems in the foreseeable future, but they can still benefit greatly 
from decision-making support provided by AI and data analytics. 

The use of AI in the manufacturing industry has been studied in several instances, especially 
as a part of Industry 4.0 considerations in an environment where IoT, connectivity and big data 
collection work in collaboration with AI systems (Li, 2017). Some expected advantages include 
(adopted from Wuest (2016), Richter & Schmitz (2019)): 

 Improved decision-making support capability when compared to traditional systems, 
for example in predictive maintenance and lifetime prediction, supply chain manage-
ment, and quality control, 

 Decreasing reliance on experienced operators and decreasing impact of the variations 
in operators’ qualifications in terms of quality and productivity, 

 Quick adjustments in manufacturing strategy and production plans, 

 Potential occupational safety benefits as humans can be removed from dangerous en-
vironments. 

Despite the great promises for increased productivity and safety, there are still unsolved issues 
in applications of AI in industry. The major challenges include both technological as well as 
wider socio-technical challenges. For example, several concrete safety challenges (see e.g. 
Amodei et al., 2016) are related to AI systems and their application in industrial systems. Trans-
parency and intuitive ways for human-AI interaction are crucial factors in enabling trust for AI 
systems (Karvonen et al., 2019). Testing and validation of AI systems will also require new 
approaches. Furthermore, the increasing application of AI sparks several wider questions re-
garding the societal impact and ethicality of the use of AI (Leikas et al., 2018). In the manufac-
turing industry, this can be seen also as a continuation of the discussion around the effects of 
automatisation and robotisation. 

The introduction of AI into manufacturing processes is likely to be gradual, starting from various 
optimisation and decision-making support tasks, and advancing towards increasingly autono-
mous and AI-operated systems. Machine learning relies on data, meaning that the availability 
and quality of data, as discussed in this report, become even more important. 
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Figure 19. Examples of using AI in manufacturing industry (McKinsey, 2017). 
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5.1.1 Data transformation using AI 

In addition to implementing AI in the actual industrial processes, it can also be applied as a 
tool for data transformation to support other data-related activities. For example, several ap-
proaches exist that utilise ontologies and artificial intelligence for data harmonisation (Ping et 
al., 2018; Bruseker et al., 2017). On the other hand, computation models for the fusion of multi-
modal sensory data have been constructed according to the hidden Markov Process (Cheng 
et al., 2019). Moreover, Amin et al. (2018) introduced ‘Rank’ and ‘Log’ data translation methods 
to improve the performance of cross-company prediction models when one company’s 
(source) data is used as a training set and another company’s (target) data is considered for 
testing purpose. 

6. Challenges and opportunities in using data 

The manufacturing industry is a main focus in this paper, covering the whole product or system 
life cycle (from the pre-concept design phase, through design & engineering, manufactur-
ing/production, use/operation, together with maintenance and support services, until the end-
of-life of the product or system). The life cycle phases are selected for the following examples: 
1) engineering & design, 2) manufacturing 3) supply chain management and 4) asset manage-
ment and life cycle services. The connecting elements over life cycle phases are the prod-
uct/system and the related data. The following chapters highlight the challenges and opportu-
nities related to using data and to those of creating and refining the data. 

6.1 Design and engineering 

In a typical computational engineering process, several computational methods are used for 
modelling, analysing and simulating the function, behaviour and dynamics of the target under 
design. The methods may be, e.g., the finite element method (FEM) for structural analysis and 
analysis of structural dynamics, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for fluid flow simulation, 
multibody system (MBS) simulation for the simulation and analysis of machine system dynam-
ics. In most of these methods, 3D data of the product or system components is needed, and 
the source of the data is the CAD tool or the PLM system. In addition, the output of one analysis 
or simulation tool may be used as the input of another. For example, the flexibility of a machine 
part is analysed with a FEM software application and the data is then exported to an MBS 
software application, where it is used as a component of a simulation model to simulate the 
dynamics of the system. Furthermore, the output of an MBS simulation can be used as an 
input for a CFD simulation of the system. There are numerous software applications available 
for each computational method and they all have their own dedicated native data representa-
tion. Standardisation is available for only some of the computational domains. 

In the technology industry, using subcontracting is a common practice, especially when rarely 
needed demanding engineering analyses are required. This complicates the data exchange 
and interoperability of tools and systems even further, as different parties are more likely to 
have different tools for the same computing purpose. 

6.2 Manufacturing 

Tao et al. (2018) divided the meaning and the use of manufacturing data into four ages: the 
handicraft, the machine, the information and the big data age (Figure 20). While craft produc-
tion relied on undocumented experience and tacit knowledge, the modern sales-delivery chan-
nel is loaded with the high volume of data. The configured product definition data must be 
handed over to the upstream manufacturing operations. Consequently, manufacturing the in-
stances of a product family delivers a plethora of associated data. On top of increased volume, 
there is a proliferation of the breadth of manufacturing information, i.e. the types of data. Along 
with this, the granularity of manufacturing information has increased. Archives, documents and 
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binders have been replaced by datasets in databases, and nowadays the instances of data 
are stored in a cloud or on the internet.  

 

Figure 20. Evolution of data in manufacturing (F. Tao et al., 2018, pp. 159) 

Throughout the ages, agility has been a persistent imperative for industrial operations. The 
need to be agile was recognised before craft production and it existed throughout industriali-
sation and mass production. Being agile and effective was one of the key drivers for Toyota 
Production Systems (TPS), which is known in the Western literature as Lean Manufacturing 
(Olesen, 1998). For example, the increased agility of production appeared in the minimal 
changeover time of dies that was one of the innovations by Ohno (Klemke & Nyhuis, 2009) or 
SMED (Single Minute Exchange of Die) by Shingo (1989).  

The limited, average response to the variety of customer needs was a trade-off for efficiency 
in Mass Production. Customisation was neither the key driver for TPS or Lean, but rather a 
response to the effect of increased product variation that was cast upon manufacturing. How-
ever, mass customisation of products with the high variety of products is an answer to cus-
tomer-oriented agility. Customisation can be considered as the genuine reason for manufac-
turing agility. There, the lot size of 1 is the requirement for the final assembly. 

6.2.1 Product Lifecycle Management: definitions, structures, variety and closed-loop 

Product life cycle management (PLM) “includes all organisational tasks necessary for the iden-
tification, supply and archival storage of product-related data during the product life cycle” (Hirz 
et al., 2013, p. 43). It is often related to PLM systems that actually often include integration into 
different engineering software, such as computer aided design, engineering and manufactur-
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ing applications (CAD, CAE, CAM). However, PLM is a larger concept than just software, be-
cause the decisions on PLM strategy and PLM processes have wide effects on the product 
and manufacturing strategy and also on the actual engineering and production processes. 

As stated in chapter 1.3.2 the product definition is a key element for manufacturing operations. 
In the PLM systems, product definition datasets are related to the items of the Bill of Materials 
in the forms of models and drawings. Even today, the electronic counterpart, a kind of digital 
twin of paper-based documentation is dominant in manufacturing, but a more compact form of 
product definition is emerging (see Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21. Example of an MBD dataset (by Quintana et al., 2010, p. 499 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compind.2010.01.005). 

A Model-Based Definition can serve as an integrated presentation of a part that replaces the 
dataset of a separate model and drawing. Thus, it enhances the idea of a single source of 
truth, which is one of the overall ideas behind PLM. Companies expect significant changes in 
the way engineers carry out their work when MBD is adopted (see Figure 7, p. 14). 

For manufacturing operations and production planning, such as computer aided manufactur-
ing, it is favourable that an MBD dataset is in machine-readable form, a representation of prod-
uct definition. This approach can ensure the seamless single source of product definition and 
minimise unnecessary errors due to human intervention, e.g., in off-line programming of tool-
paths. MBD datasets can be useful also in quality control as the geometry and associated 
attributes, such as dimensions, geometric tolerances, basic elements and surface qualities, 
are integrated into an MBD model.  

As MBD primarily addresses part of manufacturing processes, mass customisation relies on 
proactive agility that is enabled by the single source of product variety definition that is built 
into PLM processes and support (see Figure 22). Thus, the many capabilities related to the 
management of product families and variation within the definition of product families can be 
seen as one of the key enablers for the agility of product customisation. There, capturing the 
knowledge on product variety is necessary. 
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Figure 22. PLM maturity for enhancing the capabilities of capturing, management, sharing 
and re-using product definition (Pulkkinen et al., 2017). 

The means for managing a product variety definition are product configuration systems or 
simply product configurators (Blecker et al., 2005). The primary concepts are objects in part-
of and kind-of structures in different domains (Yu & MacCallum, 1996, Harlou, 2006) and dif-
ferent kinds of rules / constraints between the objects of different types. For the capturing of 
configuration knowledge, different sources suggest object-oriented analysis and modelling. 
The configuration ontology (by Soininen et al., 1998) consists of the structures and constraints 
of different types: ports, resources, contexts and generic constraints. The approach by Morten-
sen et al. (2008) utilises different modelling techniques and especially, for the capturing of 
configuration knowledge, the consistent structures of three domains (Harlou, 2006). His idea 
is to define re-usable design assets that are called standard designs. Eventually, a product 
configuration is an instance of a configurable product family, i.e., a definition of an individual 
instance of all possible instances.  

The set of life-cycle processes require the use of dedicated data management systems. In an 
organisation this leads to a unique data management architecture with a set of limited func-
tionally separate platforms, such as product life-cycle management, enterprise resource plan-
ning and manufacturing operations management systems. The challenge is not only the in-
creased volume, variety and granularity of data, but also the different formats and versions of 
the product, business operations and manufacturing data. The consequent islands of automa-
tion call for the integration and interoperability of often scattered information architecture.  

In order to make sense and use of large amounts of data, the meaning and the context of data 
is decisive in both the management of product definition, but also manufacturing operations 
management. The variety and complexity of data can be managed with sophisticated definition 
and utilisation of master data (Silvola, 2018). The master data have to be common between 
the operations so that the integrated approach of data management is enabled. 

The concept of Closed-loop PLM was introduced by the PROMISE consortium. It is illustrated 
in Figure 23, where dashed thick lines represent material flow along the product lifecycle in-
cluding ‘recycling’ loops, while dotted lines represent information loops. 
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Figure 23. Closing the information loops (modified from Kiritsis et al., 2003, p. 194). 

Originally, the feedback data was supposed to be collected with Product Embedded Infor-
mation Devices (PEIDs), where barcodes or RFID tags indicate the identity of the product or 
item. With IoT the concept of Closed-loop PLM is partially realised. Many companies nowadays 
provide support services for augmenting their product offerings. However, full integration has 
not existed before the introduction of concepts such as digital thread and the utilisation of life-
cycle data from a closed-loop PLM system in engineering design has begun only during the 
last few years when the concept of digital twin had received attention both in the offerings by 
vendors and customers’ use cases. 

 

Figure 24. The closed loop of definition vs. verification by utilising QIF and unique identifier 
(adopted from Herron & Gelotte, 2019, p. 148). 
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One possibility to utilise MBD is to create a closed-loop from component definition to quality 
assurance and vice versa. Quality Information Framework (QIF) is an ANSI standard that “de-
fines an integrated set of information models which enable the effective exchange of metrology 
data throughout the entire manufacturing quality measurement process” (ANSI/DMSC 2018, 
p. xxv). An illustration of closing the loop is seen in Figure 24, where the unique identifier 
relates an attribute throughout the life cycle of a part and consequently enables the verification 
of a definition attribute. A similar benefit from the utilisation of MBD in engineering change 
management (ECM) process is presented by Quintana et al. (2012). The inadequate quality of 
change requests has been defined as a reason for prolonged ECM processes (Jokinen et al., 
2017). A more precise definition of features and attributes with the MBD of items would obvi-
ously enable the refined description of a change request. One may think that elevating the 
closing of the loop to other levels and even to the product family stage would be comparable. 
However, the closed loop of the product variety definition would require different approaches 
and integrations. 

6.2.2 Cyber-physical systems and manufacturing, architecture and 4.0  

The ability to control and manage manufacturing tasks can evolve with the increased ability to 
harness and utilise data. Lee et al. (2015) have considered this as a stepwise development 
within the levels of smart connection, data-to-information conversion, cyber, cognition and con-
figuration.  

 

Figure 25. Applications and techniques associated with each level of the 5C architecture. 

Lee et al. (2015) refer to the five-level CPS structure as a 5C architecture aimed as an aid for 
developing and harnessing the needed capabilities. 
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6.3 Supply chain management  

To reduce uncertainty of increasingly dynamic supply and demand chains outside the main 
operations of companies, visibility of what is happening becomes key. Greater visibility in-
creases performance and making decisions. However, to most companies the visibility of their 
relationships to their suppliers or other partners in the chain is limited or perhaps restricted to 
direct partners. Further upstream or downstream, the supply chain becomes increasingly un-
known. In addition, data sources tend to be highly heterogeneous. 

 

Figure 26 Conceptual representation of supply network structure data sources (modified from 
Zrenner et al., 2017, p. 122). 

To increase understanding on missing connections between data sources for supply chain 
participants, the general knowledge on data sources and their meaning and suitability for all 
partners needs to be enhanced. Figure 26 shows an example of a conceptual representation 
of a supply network data structure based on the entity-relationship model. The entity-relation-
ship model is used to depict the relationships of certain objects of interest, the entities, with 
possible attributes. It supports understanding the data foundation of business processes, in 
this case, supply chain network operations. 

In this example, a given company in the supply chain has relationships with a specific supplier 
and customer, attributes such as company ID, name and location, and delivers products, which 
is likewise attributed with, for example, part ID, part name and part type. 

The entities with their range of relationships and attributes are stored in a variety of data 
sources, such as company internal databases. However, not all data sources are suitable for 
all participants in a supply chain. In order to find out which data source is useful, a comparison 
can be made using a classification scheme as seen in the table below. 
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Table 1: Taxonomy of data sources (Zrenner et al., 2017, p. 124) 

Dimension Characteristics 

Data source availability Internal External – closed External – open 

Data source interface Internal intercon-
nection 

Traditional EDI Web services Offline data dump 

Data source pricing 
model 

Volume-driven Time-driven Unique No 

Data aggregation Resource Database Record Item 

Data Occurrence/up-
date 

Stream Event-driven batch Time-driven batch 

Data ownership One legal entity Community Public 

Data structure Structured Semi-structured Unstructured 

Data format Proprietary Open 

Intra data standardisa-
tion 

Value Semantic Syntax No 

Inter data standardisa-
tion 

Value Semantic Syntax No 

Data currency Forecast Up-to-date Outdated 

Data completeness High Medium Low 

Data accuracy High Medium Low 

Data sharing proprietary Free Open 

 
Once a specific data source is taken for comparison, it is possible to go through the different 
dimensions to understand their relative characteristics and meaning for the respective supply 
chain participants. For example, the materials management database of a company may con-
tain data on a product, its supplier in the market, its price, its current inventory and information 
on its consumption.  

Thus, an analysis using the conceptual representation and the classification scheme supports 
identifying vital data sources, their description and comparison for the participants of a supply 
chain. This knowledge can subsequently be used to negotiate data source sharing in order to 
increase the visibility of the supply chain. 

From the product quality point of view, taking into account the supplier’s capability in relation 
to technical product requirements is essential already at the product development stage (Pert-
tula, 2007). In Figure 27, the focus is on the characteristics of orders and sales-delivery trans-
actions. Instead, not only the order and the transaction data, but also data concerning the 
capabilities of a supplier play key roles in the developing supplier networks (see Figure 26). 
The suppliers’ capabilities in key performance areas (KPA), such as strategy, business mod-
els, processes, the use of performance indicators, efficiency in interfaces and information flow, 
are critical for strategic supplier development. Collecting and analysing the KPA data in a sys-
tematic manner enhances the strategic supply development in a company (Pulkkinen et al., 
2019).  
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Figure 27. An overview of supplier selection tool by Hellström & Lagström (2017, p. 102).  

In recent years, the ecosystem model for networks has emerged and the role of digitalisation 
within and among the partners of the supply networks (Pulkkinen et al., 2019) has risen. Digi-
talisation enriches supply networks with new opportunities for sharing data as well as integrat-
ing and co-ordinating operations. The visibility and timeliness of product and capability data 
have had positive effects on the quality (Perttula, 2007), responsiveness and productivity of 
suppliers (Pulkkinen et al., 2019). 

6.4 Production activities functional model and data flows 

Production activities include the actual manufacturing processes that make the products and 
ensure their quality, together with all the management and preparation activities that support 
the efficient use of these processes. Production activities determine the products to be manu-
factured at any one time, the order in which they are produced, and the allocation of resources 
to their production. Production activities include:  

• Physical shop-floor processes, including machining, sheet metal stamping, die cast-

ing and injection moulding, finishing processes, inspection processes and mechanical 

assembly  

• Materials requirements planning and manufacturing resource planning  

• Production scheduling and control  

• Tool management  

• Inventory control  

• Equipment maintenance and human resource management  

These activities create and are controlled by information, data flows.  
Figure 28 shows functional elements of the reference architecture for smart manufacturing. 
All the functional elements need data management and transfer between elements, from 
product design to the engineering phase for manufacture and planning of production sys-
tems. The Produce Products-phase ( 
Figure 28) comprises the actual work, all the customer order-related data on material, pro-
cesses and scheduling of activities and monitoring data from actual process.  
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Figure 28 NIST Reference architecture for smart manufacturing functional model elements 
for realised product (Barkmeyer and Wallace, 2016). 

 
Figure 29 Produce products IDEF0 functional model shows data and information flow (Bark-

meyer and Wallace, 2016). 
 

Figure 29 shows an IDEF0 model of the function, produce products; more details are found in 
(Barkmeyer and Wallace, 2016).  
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ISA-95 is the international standard for the integration of enterprise and control systems. ISA-
95 consists of models and terminology. Its official name is “ANSI/ISA-95 Enterprise-Control 
System Integration”, known internationally as IEC/ISO 62264. ISA-95 defines in detail an ab-
stract model of the enterprise, including manufacturing control functions and business func-
tions, and its information exchange. It establishes common terminology for the description and 
understanding of enterprise, including manufacturing control functions and business process 
functions, and its information exchange. It defines electronic information exchange between 
the manufacturing control functions and other enterprise functions including data models and 
exchange definitions (https://www.isa.org/isa95/). 

Functions for enterprise production control and flows based on ISA-95 (IEC 622264 Enterprise-
control system integration) in Figure 30 include: 

 Order processing (1.0) 

 Production scheduling (2.0) 
o Production control  
o Process support engineering 
o Operations control 

 Operations planning (3.0) 

 Material and energy control (4.0) 

 Procurement (5.0) 

 Quality assurance (6.0) 

 Product inventory control (7.0) 

 Product cost accounting (8.0) 

 Product shipping administration (9.0) 

 Maintenance management (10.0) 

 

 
Figure 30. Functional enterprise/control model shows the functions and information flows 

(IEC 62264).    
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Figure 31 depicts the different levels of a functional hierarchy model: business planning and 
logistics, manufacturing operations and control, and batch, continuous, or discrete control. The 
model shows the hierarchical levels at which decisions are made. The interface addressed in 
the standard IEC 62264-1 Enterprise-control system integration – Part 1: Models and termi-
nology is between Level 4 and Level 3 of the hierarchy model. This is generally the interface 
between plant production scheduling and operation management and plant floor coordination. 
 
Table 2 shows the ISA-95 levels and examples of related Information Technology and Opera-
tional Technology systems. 
 

 
Figure 31 Simplified version of the Purdue Hierarchy Model – Functional Hierarchy.  

 

Table 2 ISA-95 levels  

Purdue Hierarchy Model – ISA-95 levels Information Technology, 
Operative Technology 
systems 

Level 4: Business and logistics systems — Managing the 
business-related activities of the manufacturing operation. 
ERP is the primary system; establishes the basic plant pro-
duction schedule, material use, shipping and inventory levels. 

ERP, SCM 
Time frame: Months, 
weeks, days, shifts 

Level 3: Manufacturing operations systems — Managing pro-
duction work flow to produce the desired products. Batch 
management; manufacturing execution/operations manage-
ment systems (MES/MOMS); laboratory, maintenance and 
plant performance management systems; data historians and 
related middleware. 

MES, MOM 
Time frame: shifts, hours, 
minutes, seconds. 

Level 2: Control systems — Supervising, monitoring and con-
trolling the physical processes. Real-time controls and soft-
ware; DCS, human-machine interface (HMI); supervisory con-
trol and data acquisition (SCADA) software. 

DCS, HMI, SCADA 

Level 1: Intelligent devices — Sensing and manipulating the 
physical processes. Process sensors, analysers, actuators 
and related instrumentation. 

PLC 

Level 0: The physical actual processes Sensors & Signals   
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6.5 Asset management and life cycle services  

Asset management covers the activities in operation, maintenance and improvement of assets 
that are required for optimal life cycle management and economic sustainability. ISO standard 
ISO 55 001 also states that the organisation should determine the information needs related 
to its assets, asset management and its asset management systems. Issues to be considered 
include e.g.: 

 The value of the information to enable decision making and its quality relative to the 
cost and complexity of collecting, processing, managing and sustaining the information; 

 The participation of relevant stakeholders to determine the types of information re-
quired to support decision making as well as to ensure the completeness, accuracy 
and integrity of the necessary information; 

 The alignment of the information requirements for different levels and functions within 
the organisation; 

 The establishment of data collection processes from internal and external stakeholders 
(including contracted service providers); and 

 The data flow and integration of information sources for planning, operational and re-
porting technology systems, appropriate for the size, complexity and capability of the 
organisation. 

The role of the data is recognised and defined also in other asset management-related stand-
ards as a crucial element of successful operation. As an example, the recent maintenance 
process standard, EN 17007: 2017, involves a sub-process for managing data (Figure 32). 

 

 

 Store and validate the raw data in a library and/or a 
database 

 Evaluate the reliability and maintainability of the 
items by maintaining an actual state assessment of 
the items 

 Draw up and maintain an up-to-date list of critical 
items 

 Evaluate and analyse maintenance data and HSE 
data 

 Evaluate and analyse data related to spare parts 

 Evaluate and analyse cases of known or predicta-
ble obsolescence 

 Collect and analyse events at other organisations 

 Compare maintenance practices and materials 
used by other operators or recommended by sup-
pliers 

 Monitor methods, technologies, regulations, stand-
ards, etc. 

 Save and provide access to data in a data pro-
cessing system 

 Calculate, save and provide access to performance 
and monitoring indicators 

Figure 32: Maintenance process and data management tasks (EN 17007) 

Companies providing hardware and services for the operations and maintenance phase (O&M) 
could offer value to the customers by being able to provide knowledge and consequent actions 
or action plans as a service instead of mere data collecting and sharing. An example of such 
development is given in Figure 33. In this case, the service provider is capable of refining the 
data to the information and knowledge that supports the decision-making of customers (asset 
owners) to improve their business. Decision situations that could be supported include daily 
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operations, developing the assets and operations, or with long-term strategic investments, and 
a wide variety of other technical issues and business situations (Kortelainen et al., 2017). 

Data as a Service Information as a 
Service 

Knowledge as a Service Wisdom as a service 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
  + - 

A   

B   

C   

Database containing 

data on measure-
ments, maintenance 
history, etc. 

Report represent-

ing various KPIs 
and visualisations 
based on the gath-
ered data  

Interpretation of information by an-

swering, for example, the questions:  

 When are the measurement values 
deviating? 

 When does the maintenance pro-
gramme need to be changed?  

 When does a need for technological 
changes in the fleet exist  

 etc. 

Evaluating of alterna-
tives by answering, for ex-

ample, the questions: 

 How are deviations 
dealt with? 

 How should the mainte-
nance programme be 
developed. 

 etc. 

Figure 33: DIKW hierarchy applied to the maintenance service levels (Translated from Kunttu 
et al., 2017). 

Industrial assets are becoming increasingly IoT-instrumented, intelligent and connected. Due 
to the increasing expectations from technological advances and digitalisation, future produc-
tion systems will be probably even more complex than existing ones (Alcacer & Cruz-Machado, 
2019). Also, working environments will give much more importance to the human dimension, 
making the most of worker’s knowledge, cultural background, autonomy and independent de-
cision-making. However, at the same time responding to worker’s needs to support work tasks 
and processes, leaning activities towards the maintenance of required skills (Mohamed, 2018). 
The workplaces of the future will be based on methodologies for enhancing flexible, safe and 
data-driven smart production, where adequate levels of automation are applied, while main-
taining a level of employment with highly satisfied and skilled workers. 

In the future, ICT companies will be key players in future ecosystems as platform operators 
and will be essential for all knowledge-based services of machinery and service providers 
(Kortelainen et al., 2019a). Such collaboration schemes have been announced by global com-
panies like KONE and IBM, and ABB and Microsoft. Machinery suppliers offering asset life 
cycle services may have access to their global product fleet (assets) and they can collect data, 
monitor and even operate or control their fleet in different geographic locations over their own 
or shared platforms. According to Davies (2004), the competitive advantage is not simply about 
providing services, but how services are combined with products to provide high value “inte-
grated solutions” that address a customer´s business or operational needs. The service pro-
viders have to develop the excellence in refining data in a way that delivers more value to the 
asset owner. 

These trends will require new data-driven assisting service and proactivity-supporting technol-
ogies for an optimised use of workers’ knowledge, cognitive and creative capabilities. The ma-
chine-readable data converted to proactive knowledge will constitute the intelligence of these 
technologies. The core proactive knowledge will be co-constructed within the product during 
the design phase, while other parts are gathered during the product life cycle using sensing 
and communication capabilities embedded in the smart product systems. 

The data which is turned into proactive knowledge can be captured from a variety of different 
media such as design drawings, 3D models, manuals, operational and maintenance data, and 
company internal and external platforms and internet. Accordingly, supporting technology such 
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as real-time contextual data processing and reasoning, as well as an efficient capture of do-
main- and processes-related knowledge at design time as well as making them adaptable and 
extendable at run-time, are required to support humans in the decision-making process. 

There are a number of technologies such as reasoning engines and ML algorithms (Wang et 
al., 2018; Hou et al., 2017) as well as domain-specific ontologies and technology developed 
based on Linked Data principles (Niskanen, Kantororovitch, & Golenzer, 2012; Schabus 
&Scholz, 2017; Giustozzia et al., 2018) that can be exploited to enable selection of appropriate 
interaction mechanisms and a subset of knowledge, that is relevant for a given context, and 
which should be exchanged with another product or system and/or with a user to support de-
cision-making process. 

The growing role of data and AI in business decision making is well recognised. With a signif-
icant amount of data, an ultimate AI system creates a digital model of the organisation. Based 
on information concerning input (such as people and assets) and achieved results, patterns 
can be identified and recommendations and actionable insights for smarter decisions can be 
made. For that to happen, numerous challenges related to the quality of data and its accuracy, 
as well as the ability to reuse ML algorithms for different scenarios and/or changing business 
goals and less generic situations (that are not included in the historical datasets), need to be 
addressed (BDVA, 2018). 

7. Data interoperability and standardisation 

7.1 Reference Architectures for Interoperable Manufacturing 

A number of reference models and architectures have been developed in recent years to ad-
dress the issues of integration and interoperability in the context of smart manufacturing. Ac-
cording to Barkmeyer and Wallace (2016), the meaning of reference architecture is:  

 identification of the functions required to accomplish a set of objectives in a given do-
main;  

 identification of types of systems (components) that perform, or support human agents 
in performing the activities that implement those functions; and 

 identification of the nature and content of the interfaces required among those systems. 

The following is a list of selected reference architectures for smart manufacturing. 

PERA, Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture, is a 1990s reference model for enterprise 
architecture, also known as ISA95. It provides a model for enterprise control, which end users, 
integrators and vendors can share in integrating applications at key layers in the enterprise. 
Enterprise control is the ability to combine control, intelligence and process management to 
enable business optimisation that is inclusive of business and production operations. It com-
bines the strength of both business processes and production operations processes. It is the 
deliberate act of synchronizing business strategy with operational execution in real-time to 
enable closed loop business control across an enterprise. The PERA 95 model is used in 
several ISO standardisations, e.g. a series of IEC 62264 Enterprise-control system integration.  

SIMA, Systems Integration of Manufacturing Applications, is a reference architecture devel-
oped at The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), (Barkmeyer, 1996) that 
addresses product design engineering, manufacturing engineering, production systems engi-
neering, and production activities, corresponding to the four top-level activities: (1) Design 
Product, (2) Engineer Manufacture of Product, (3) Engineer Production System, and (4) De-
velop Products. The management of Engineering Workflow is also included (See Figure 30). 
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Figure 34. NIST SIMA Reference Architecture Realise product IDEF0 activity model. 

NIST Reference Architecture for Smart Manufacturing, Functional Models are shown in Bark-
meyer and Wallace (2016). The main activities of the SIMA architecture are consistent with 
recent developments in the IoT reference models, such as the German Reference Architecture 
Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) and work from the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC), IIRA.  

RAMI 4.0, Industry 4.0 reference architecture model, can be seen in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35. RAMI 4.0 covers the product life-cycle, the business aspects and the factory hier-
archy.  
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RAMI 4.0 is a three-dimensional layer model that compares the life cycles of products, facto-
ries, machinery or orders with the hierarchy levels of Industry 4.0. More information on RAMI 
is available at https://www.plattform-i40.de/PI40/Redaktion/EN/Downloads/Publika-
tion/rami40-an-introduction.html.    

IDS, International Data Space, is a reference architecture model that can be seen at: 
https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/.  

The specification of the IDS Association forms the basis for a data marketplace based on Eu-
ropean values, i.e. data privacy and security, equal opportunities through a federated design, 
and ensuring data sovereignty for the creator of the data and trust among participants. It forms 
the strategic link between the creation of data in the IoT on the one hand and the use of this 
data in machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms on the other hand. 

Digital responsibility is evolving from a hygiene factor to a key differentiator and source of 
competitive advantage. Future data platforms and markets will be built on design principles 
that go beyond our traditional understanding of cybersecurity and privacy. Based on strong 
data ethics principles, the IDS Reference Architecture Model puts the user at its centre to 
ensure trustworthiness in ecosystems and sovereignty over data in the digital age as its key 
value proposition. 

IDSA defines a reference architecture, which supports sovereign exchange and sharing of data 
between partners independent from their size and financial power. Thus, it meets the needs of 
both large and small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Further down the road, it may be taken 
up by individuals as well. Whether or not IoT device data is concerned, in on-premise systems 
or cloud platforms, the IDSA aims at providing the standard for sharing data between different 
endpoints while ensuring data sovereignty. IDS Reference Architecture Model 3.0 is available 
at https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/IDS-Reference-Ar-
chitecture-Model-3.0.pdf.   

IIRA, Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) model, was developed by the Industrial 
Internet consortium (IIC) based on the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 standard. More information 
about IIRA is available at https://www.iiconsortium.org/IIRA.htm.    

The organisations behind RAMI, IDSA and IIRA do collaborate.   

7.2 Standardisation for smart manufacturing 

The purpose of standardisation is typically to improve the interoperability and compatibility of, 
e.g., products, systems, technologies, methods or data. Standardisation serves the end users 
by, e.g., guaranteeing compatibility and interoperability of solutions from different vendors. It 
also enables solution providers the increased technical stability for developing new technolo-
gies and building solutions. Especially for small companies and organisations, standardisation 
can provide interfaces that enable investments that would otherwise be too risky. 

The smart manufacturing standards framework includes the following several main parts (Qing 
et.al., 2018):  

 Smart design standards: the group of standards are expanded along the order of 
design activities, supported by data management standards. The standard frame-
work decomposition does not follow the classification of design subjects.  

 Smart production standards: the group of standards are expanded based on work-
ing process and technical support.  
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 Business operation and management standards: the group of standards are fo-
cused on management activities for design and production. Commercial applica-
tions like ERP, SCR, CRM, MES, are not used as standards categories. Their im-
plementation standards are discussed in the combined management standards 
group.  

 System integration standards: this group of standards relates to common technol-
ogies that integrate systems of different domains.  

 Fundamental technologies and supporting environment standards: the group of 
standards includes standards on common supporting technologies, such as infra-
structure, database, meta data technology and so forth. 

Standardisation is an important factor for the whole manufacturing industry. There are numer-
ous standards for different purposes in the domain and there are activities to share the aware-
ness of the importance of standards and envision how to strengthen the domain also via stand-
ardisation. More information on smart manufacturing standardisation is available at Industry 
4.0 standardisation roadmap version 3 (DIN e.V., 2018), NIST smart manufacturing standard 
landscape report (Yan Lu et al., 2016) and ISO Technical Report, the big picture of standards  
(ISO/TR 23087:2018). 

Sometimes the application field is too complex and evolves so rapidly that standardisation is 
not able to keep up. In the design and engineering of products or systems, the challenge is in 
the complexity of the process, complexity of the data and its representation and, increasingly, 
in the volume of data. The wide variety of computational methods and large number of simu-
lation and analysis tools implementing them, and the wide offering of engineering and design 
systems, is one of the root causes of the challenge. Some standardisation of data formats 
exists, but standards do not cover all the needs and cannot be kept synchronised with the 
progress of methods and tools. An example of data exchange and integration challenges is 
computer-aided design (CAD) in mechanical design. CAD tools are used for defining design 
plan models and to produce design documents. The design models can be done in 2 dimen-
sions (2D) or in 3 dimensions (3D). The 2D design tools are in practice sophisticated 2D draw-
ing software applications. In 2D design models, graphical elements, such as dots, lines, 
arches, circles and curves, are used for representing either the design, i.e. the shape of the 
designed object, or the meta-data of the design, such as dimensions of or notes concerning 
the design. This means that, in principle, identical graphical elements may have different mean-
ing, i.e. semantics.  

When transforming the CAD model data from one software application to another, the data 
may be very difficult to transform so that the semantics of the elements is preserved. For ex-
ample, a dimensioning line in the source document will be treated as a dimensioning line in 
the target document, not as a geometry line. In 3D, the challenge is even more complicated. 
The 3D geometry information can be represented in several ways. The main approaches are 
constructive solid geometry (CSG), which represents the complex geometries by a set of Bool-
ean operations (set theory) of a set of primitive geometries, such as boxes, spheres and cylin-
ders, and boundary representation, which represents the complex geometries with closed 
mathematics surface patches that form a closed volume (in the case of solid geometry). In the 
case of boundary representation, the surface patches may have different mathematical repre-
sentations, such as 3D Bezier surfaces or non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). When the 
data is translated from one CAD tool to another and the internal model data representations 
differ due to the differences in the way geometry information is managed and processed in the 
software application, the data transformation may be challenging. For 2D and 3D geometry 
CAD data, there are several standards and de facto standards, such as ISO 10303-242, Initial 
Graphics Exchange Specification, IGES (US PRO, 2006), and Autodesk AutoCAD DXF (Au-
todesk, 2013). 
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The ongoing trend in design and engineering is that the large design and engineering solution 
providers offer integrated solutions for most of the tasks in the design and engineering process. 
While the issue in data interoperability in this approach is usually solved, the end-user compa-
nies are tied into a solution from one vendor. This so-called vendor locking situation may be a 
risk for the end-user company, as it increases the dependency of the solution provider, as the 
data content, in the form of design and engineering outcome, is tied to the specific solution. 
One aspect that can prevent vendor locking has for a long time been standardisation. When 
the information of different design and engineering tasks is managed in standardised form, the 
information content is not tied to specific tools and can be processed and utilised with any 
standard compliant tool. Standardisation can be seen as a way to divide the information do-
main into smaller pieces, enabling the information to be processed with any compatible tool. 
This approach leaves the end-user the ability to select the tool that best fits his/her needs. In 
addition, it enables competition between the solution providers, which usually improves the 
value for the end-user. It also enables new and smaller solution providers to enter the market 
with their solutions. 

8. Summary and future research topics  

8.1 Summary 

Hyper-Agile Cognitive Industry refers to the intelligent networking of machines, processes and 
humans for industry with the help of information and communication technology. To enable 
agile manufacturing, product development, production plants, supply value networks and lo-
gistic systems, design has to be flexible and reconfigurable on the fly to respond quickly to 
customer needs, production uncertainty, and market changes.  

The future of manufacturing lies in being cognitive, smart – capable of agilely adapting to a 
wide variety of changing conditions. It is essential to see the full value chain, which includes 
suppliers and the origins of the materials and components needed for various forms of smart 
manufacturing, the end-to-end digital supply chain and the final destination of all manufactur-
ing, regardless of the number of intermediary steps and players: the end customer. Automa-
tion, robotics and human technology interaction are the key aspects of achieving customer 
responsiveness, productivity and sustainability.  

In the value network, cognitive technologies look deeply into design data, the manufacturing 
process, business environment and product usage to derive information that has tangible value 
for a manufacturer. Cognitive manufacturing is all about exploiting data from diverse, hetero-
geneous sources, structured as well as unstructured data and applying advanced analytical 
models and process to create a knowledgeable system that is continuously learning. It is able 
to make insightful operational recommendations for manufacturing based on a comprehensive 
understanding of that data, and events behind of data.  

Data as a relatively simple concept has been shown to be challenging and extremely complex. 
The rapid change of the role of data in industry and business, and especially the new and rising 
opportunities to have new business and services based on data, have emphasised also the 
challenges in utilising data. From one point of view, data is seen as the new valuable raw 
material for business. However, from another point of view, it is an important enabler for re-
markable improvements in industry and the essential core of the Industry 4.0 vision. As for any 
central resource in business, there are technical, but also many other aspect in using data, 
such as security, openness and availability, processes and even political issues. 
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8.2 Future research topics 

8.2.1 Vendor locks 

One of the biggest concerns for companies who have moved to the cloud is the vendor lock-
in. Vendor lock-in occurs when a customer becomes dependent on a vendor for products and 
services (Druzin, 2016). Whether the lock-in is directly forced by the vendor or is caused by 
complex technical dependencies (such as different data formats) that cannot be undone and 
tying future success to one vendor represents a risk for any organisation (Opara-Martins et al., 
2016). To avoid the vendor lock-in situation, many organisations are adopting a so-called multi-
cloud strategy, in which companies deploy applications across different clouds, using a variety 
of cloud partners. However, the multi-cloud strategy also brings challenges in terms of data 
integration and interoperability, for example (Chauhan et al., 2018). 

8.2.2 Data as a digital asset 

With the growing significance of data as a key component of doing business, companies are 
treating data more and more as an asset that delivers or has a potential to deliver value that 
can be monetised (Fleckenstein & Fellows, 2018, p. 11). The recent BDVA Position paper (de 
Vallejo et al., 2019) raises the business models that can exploit the value of data assets as 
one of the great opportunities in the next 10 years. The BDVA Position paper also emphasises 
that the most innovative data-driven business models are showing a wide variety of value cre-
ation possibilities, from direct data monetisation to access-based valorisation of data assets 
on sharing platforms. Subjectivity and case-specificity applies also to the value of data that is 
strongly linked to its use case and context (e.g. Koutroumpis and Leiponen, 2013; Laitila, 
2017).  

Guidelines for data pricing models and monetisation are needed and new forms of value cre-
ation uncovered by new sharing mechanisms need to be explored (Gatteneo et al., 2019; de 
Vallejo et al., 2019). In the future, data and data-intensive services like digital twins could be 
regarded as digital assets that should be created, developed, managed and valuated with the 
same scrutiny as physical assets. 

8.2.3 Refining and sharing data in an ecosystem 

Manufacturing companies operate in complex ecosystems with multiple actors who could ben-
efit from the data. The digital strategy requires also sufficient investment and commitment from 
an organisation (Wixom and Ross, 2017; Laney et al., 2015). Many of the costs related to the 
design, implementation, deployment and operation of IoT services are unknown or insuffi-
ciently assessed (Nicolescu et al., 2018). In addition to the ICT infrastructure, the costs of 
developing the skills and capabilities needed to cover all stages of the data value creation 
process (Figure 14) have to be considered and assessed with the incurring benefits and data 
monetisation options. Also, the companies are specializing in different roles in the data value 
chains (Spijker, 2014). In industrial ecosystems, the main barrier to sharing data seems to be 
the strong sense of data ownership. Issues like unclear values (transparency vs. privacy), lack 
of knowledge about handling data, security and lack of understanding the potential of the data 
create further barriers (Kortelainen et al., 2019b). Many questions dealing with data ownership, 
security and principles of sharing costs and profits in a business network of an ecosystem lack 
commonly accepted solutions. 

8.2.4 The lifetime of the data 

Like physical assets, also data assets have their lifetime and obsolete data have diminishing 
or no value to an organisation. In data management, the cost of storage is relatively low, though 
storing large amounts of data online can be expensive. Removal of obsolete data results in 
more efficient searches, data integration and reporting (Fleckenstein & Fellows, 2018, p. 20). 
In a manufacturing site, the data collected from the operation and maintenance of a machine 
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becomes obsolete, e.g., if the item undergoes a major refurbishment, the operational mode is 
changed in a crucial way, or the machine is replaced with a different one. The lifetime and 
relevance of the data becomes also a major concern in machine learning and AI solutions. If 
the physical system, operational environment or other conditions change, the algorithms or 
teaching material may no longer be valid. Thus, development of data life cycle management 
and methods to assure the relevance and accuracy of the data are more important than ever. 

Challenges arise from a low proportion of abnormal situations. For example, if data is used for 
condition monitoring and data-based technologies, such as artificial neural networks (ANN) 
and machine learning (ML), are used for fault detection, the challenge may be the lack of data 
of fault situations for ANN training. One work around for this is to use simulated data in the 
ANN training. An accurate enough simulation model can produce data of different kinds of fault 
situations and the model can be changed so that there is enough variety in the results for 
reliable ANN training. 

In industry, sensors and automation systems collect a huge amount of data. However, a great 
portion of this data arises from normal operation and repeated data sets have low information 
value. Abnormal situations like production disturbances and failures happen seldom in a sta-
tistical sense. In addition, the causes and impacts of these unexpected and undesired events 
are various. This fact raises a challenge for developing machine learning and AI algorithms, 
as the time and effort needed to create teaching material increases rapidly. 

8.2.5 Safety and security of AI in manufacturing 

The introduction of AI technologies brings several benefits to manufacturing, for example in 
decision-making support, predictive maintenance and optimisation of operations. To be able 
to deploy AI technologies and achieve a sufficient level of user acceptance, the safety and 
security of AI applications needs to be ensured. At the moment, testing and validation of AI 
systems are major challenges, and several concrete safety problems hinder the deployment 
of advanced AI systems. A systemic perspective is needed to address the safety of AI appli-
cations and especially AI-human co-operation in the manufacturing industry. 

8.2.6 Automated data interoperability 

Data is exchanged increasingly between information systems and software applications. Most 
of the new data integrations require manual coding and changes to the software applications 
and systems. Even though there are data modelling and data transformation technologies, 
such as the EXPRESS language, the Semantic Web technologies, and XML and related tech-
nologies, data integration is not generally automatic. IoT as a framework and a concept, and 
its technologies, provide one example platform for improved data interoperability, but they do 
not solve the general challenge. If data exchange technologies were at the same level as, e.g., 
USB is in computers, it could revolutionise the use of data, both in industrial as well as in 
consumer markets. 

8.2.7 Knowledge management as a business asset 

There has been discussion about tacit knowledge in the industrial context for decades, but now 
a general solution has been provided. The management of expert knowledge has been found 
to be especially challenging due to its complexity and variety. Many attempts to utilize AI have 
failed with consistency problems. The contents of knowledge bases require version and variant 
management functionalities in a similar way to data management systems. Formal knowledge 
management, combined with general data management, may become a valuable tool for com-
panies to keep their valuable know-how and knowledge within the organisation and up-to-date. 
If the knowledge is maintained in a formal form, it can serve as the source of intelligent systems 
and enable improved operating process efficiency as well as new services and solutions. 
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8.2.8 Accuracy, reliability and traceability of the data 

With increasing value, data also becomes vulnerable to fraud. As an example, imagine a sce-
nario where a satellite launch fails due to a falsified material certificate, and the material used 
for the launch turns out to be fake aluminium. Some material suppliers have already estab-
lished a platform where individual product batches can be traced. However, in the dawn of the 
data economy, the significance of the accuracy, reliability and traceability of the data have to 
be highlighted and methods to assure data quality have to be developed. 

8.2.9 Relating customisation and agility to economy for decision-making 

The large amounts of data do have an effect on life-cycle operations of products, such as 
manufacturing. For example, the rise of item numbers can lead to an increase of tools and 
equipment, unnecessary variation in production and increase of set ups and changes in pro-
duction, large stock of different kinds of parts, facilities and more-specific logistics. These con-
sequences increase overhead costs and have often a poor effect on profitability. For compa-
nies, integrating product data with economy-related data, especially from enterprise manage-
ment, manufacturing operations and supply chain management systems, creates a potential 
for understanding the profitability of products. The ability to eradicate unprofitable products and 
variants is a necessity for industry. Research should provide models and methods for integrat-
ing data from different sources for data-driven management of products and operations. 

8.2.10 Data in circular manufacturing 

One of the key obstacles to moving the circular economy is the data that does not exit or 
stays in silos. On the other hand, data markets would open up new opportunities to create 
businesses related to, e.g., reuse, repair, remanufacturing and recycling of products. Infor-
mation on products’ condition, materials, use history and lifecycle stage (traceability) enables 
increased product circulation, demand prediction, predictive maintenance and intelligent as-
set inventory management. Remanufacturing reguires information on the versions of assem-
blies and especially on the interface characteristics of the modules to be re-manufactured. 
The compatibility of old and new versions requires the compatibility of data. Research is 
needed to recognise data needs and sources, and to identify data semantics and formats to 
serve remanufacturing, refurbishment and, in general, transition towards the circular econ-
omy. 
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9. Appendices 

APPEDIX 1: Abbreviations and terminology 

AI – Artificial Intelligence. 

Asset – is something that has potential or actual value to an organisation. Physical assets 
include tangible items like equipment, machines and production systems. The asset life 
cycle stages can be determined by the organisation and be titled appropriate to the or-
ganisation’s needs. An asset can hold value for one or more organisations over its life 
(ISO 55000-1).  

Big data – The use of data in a size that is larger than what can be utilised in common software 
applications and common computing hardware. This means the exact size of big data is 
continuously changing due to progress in computer technology and hardware. Big data 
is classified with the following characteristics (Chen et al., 2014): Volume (great volume), 
Variety (various modalities), Velocity (rapid generation), and Value (huge value but very 
low density). There are also extensions to this characterisation, e.g. veracity (Schroeck 
et al., 2012), value (Dijcks, 2013) and complexity (Kaisler, 2013). 

CAD – Computer-Aided Design. 

CAE – Computer-Aided Engineering. 

CMMS – Computerised Maintenance Management System. 

DCS – Distributed Control System. 

DIKW – Data, information, knowledge and wisdom. Data, information, knowledge and wisdom 
(DIKW) hierarchy is widely accepted as a basic model describing levels of understanding 
of issues under consideration. 

DT – Digital twin. 

ERP – Enterprise Resource Planning. 

ET – Engineering Technology. 

Event – The documentation of the planned or actual occurrence of some phenomenon or the 
reaching of some milestone. 

FMECA - Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis. 

Hazop - Hazard and operability study.  

Identifier – An attribute of an entity that is used to differentiate that entity from other entities 
of the same kind. 

IIoT – Industrial Internet of Things. 

IoT – Internet of Things. 

IT – Information Technology. 

Master data – Data that is essential for the business or operation and is used as the reference 
or original data as the main data source. 

MES – Manufacturing Execution System. 

Metadata – Information about the format and value space that is allowable for a given property 
attribute. 

Modelling – Modelling is an approach to define a conceptual representation of a system, con-
cept or other thing that helps humans to understand the target of modelling based on 
other, already known concepts. A model can be a drawing, diagram, 3D model, or a 
physical model of the target. Data modelling is an approach to model data, its represen-
tation, and the relations of data elements.  
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MOM – Manufacturing Operations Management systems. 

O&M – Operation and Maintenance. 

OT – Operational Technology. 

PHM - Prognostics and Health Management.  

PLC – Programmable Logic Controller. 

SCADA – Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition. 

PLM – Product life-cycle Management. 

SCM –Supply Chain Management. 

Semantic data – Data that contains or has a link to the definition of the meaning of the data 
and its components. The meaning of the data is usually defined in an ontology that de-
fines the concepts and their relations, and the properties of these. An example of the 
implementation of the semantic data concept is the Semantic Web and the set of tech-
nologies that are developed for it (the W3C website on the Semantic Web). 

Semantics – Semantics is a study of meaning. In computer science, “data semantics” and 
“semantic data” refer to data that contains information about its meaning, preferably in 
computer interpretable form. Semantic data is used for, e.g., knowledge engineering, in 
which human knowledge is managed, analysed and reasoned or inferred programmati-
cally. In semantic data management, the definition of concepts and their representation 
in the selected context is given in an ontology. An ontology is one kind of data model.  

Stored data – Data is stored statically and can be reutilised later on. 

Streamed data – Data Data originates from its source as continuous series of data values and 
the data is used on the fly. Data is typically not stored for further use. 

Structured data – Data have some predefined structure and meaning, i.e. a data model, and 
it possibly contains several primitive data types. Data may be structured, e.g., in a rela-
tional database system or the structure and meaning can be defined as an ontology 
(semantic data). 

Tacit knowledge –Tacit knowledge refers to non-verbalised action models, skills, ideas and 
thoughts, which give contents to the verbalised company information. Tacit knowledge 
can be learned only by experience, and communicated only indirectly, through metaphor 
and analogy (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).  

Taxonomy – Taxonomy is an approach to classify things. Especially in natural sciences, tax-
onomy is used for classifying, e.g. living organisms. Taxonomy, together with semantic 
data management, offers a natural means to define the classes and their description, 
and to classify the data.  

Typology – In the context of this report, typology can be seen as an approach to define the 
meaning, structure and type of data in its numerous forms. In computer science and in 
programming, we are used to defining data types for the data elements, such as varia-
bles in the C programming language: 

double temperature; 

In this example, a variable named “temperature” is created with the double data type i.e. 
double-precision floating point number. A data type can also refer, e.g., to a database 
definition and the data type of a database table element or the type of a semantic ontol-
ogy object. The data type is information about how the data element is interpreted, either 
by a human or, e.g., a computer. In computer science and in computing, the type of data 
influences how the data is processed in a computer, e.g., how the data is stored in a 
computer’s memory, how much memory capacity it takes and how the processor pro-
cesses the data.  
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Unstructured data – Data does not have a predefined structure and meaning, i.e., a data 
model, but its meaning can be concluded from the context. Written text is often unstruc-
tured and it may contain other primitive data types, such as numeric and time values. 
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APPENDIX 2: Overview of data required for data security (not a com-
prehensive list) 

 Intra-system scope security related data,  
o System composition, configuration, and state data,  

 There can be multiple (partly or fully) pre-calculated composition/con-
figuration alternatives to cater for different eventualities (say, incident 
response). Aside the configurations, the data concerning their use 
cases is needed, 

 It might be necessary (when/if this becomes a practical reality in com-
plex systems) to prove the correctness of configurations. The proofs 
are to be stored, 

o Security (event) history data, 
o System monitoring data, like logs,  
o Back-up data, both “normal” data and security related,  
o Data for configuring measurements, like metrics to be used, frequency, accu-

racy, locations, collection, instruments, timing, data volumes to be gathered,   
o Data from security monitoring/measurements, according to metrics, 

 Vulnerability scan data, 
 Statistics, 
 Composition/configuration correctness checks, 
 Security alerts, say, suspicious login attempts,  

o Data gained by analysing monitoring data,  
 System security status data, at several level of granulation, 

 Data required by / obtained from external organisations/entities by security service 
operation, 

o Certificates, keys,  
o Security data about the entities to be known to the system; SW, things or per-

sons, e.g. mapping to groups/roles/rules/policies,  
o Security service configurations (e.g. access control lists, rules, pre-, and post 

conditions, possibly derived from policies and to be enforced on entities), 
o Distributed Blockchains, for non-reputable transactions between participants, 

if needed/used, 
o Malware signatures/behaviour patterns (for malware scanning), 
o System behaviour patterns for anomaly detection, often learned, 
o IDS – Intrusion Detection System/Trusted Platform data (secured hashes of 

the monitored SW), 
o In case of deception techniques, data for creating convincing simulations (in 

connection of Honeypots and the like), 
o Security Intelligence data, 

 Vulnerability data, vulnerability repository watch, 
 Announcements from Internet security monitoring organisations, na-

tional services,  
 Alerts from co-operating organisations, 
 Alerts to co-operating organisations, 

 Security management data, process descriptions, standard or not (ISO27000), 
o Security objectives,  

 Security level / maturity target 
o Security requirements, 
o Risk analysis, 
o Methodology-specific data, e.g. best practices, FAIR, 
o Back-up strategy and configuration data, 
o Laws and regulations to be conformed to,  
o Data for proving/fulfilling legal obligations concerning data security 

(e.g.GDPR), 
o Standards to be followed, 
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o Security policies,   
o Security emergency plans, 
o Security decision support data (e.g. for counteractions), 
o Data about available countermeasure options and their past/expectable ef-

fects, 
o Data collected for (potential) forensic purposes, 
o Data collected for evaluating security level/maturity, for security management 

(e.g. for achieving a certificate), and/or for operations development purposes 
(e.g. lessons learned), 

o Development/Improvement plans. 
 

 


